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Skilled Labor Mobility and the Role of Job Rents Michael Amior∗ May 2017



Abstract I argue higher skilled workers are more mobile geographically because of larger wage offer dispersion, independent of geography. In a thin labor market, this generates larger wage rents (in excess of workers’ reservations) in new job matches, particularly for younger workers who are just beginning their careers. If an offer happens to arrive from a distant location, these larger rents are more likely to justify the cost of moving - even if the offer distribution is invariant geographically. I offer evidence based on the wage returns to both local and cross-state job matches and also on subjective migration costs.



1 Introduction Geographical mobility is an important feature of the high skilled labor market experience, especially at the beginning of workers’ careers. Among Americans aged 25-34, the migration rate ranges from 2 percent for high school dropouts to 7 percent for those with postgraduate degrees (Figure 1)1 ; the latter number is St. Catharine’s College, University of Cambridge, and Centre for Economic Performance, LSE; E-mail: maa88 at cam.ac.uk. I am grateful to Alan Manning for his support at LSE. This study was part of my PhD thesis at UCL, and I thank my PhD supervisors Steve Machin and Jeremy Lise and examiners Marco Manacorda and Ian Preston for their support and advice. I also thank editors and referees, David Albouy, Dan Black, Mitch Downey, Mike Elsby, Eric French, Georg Graetz, David Green, Caroline Hoxby, Kevin Hutchinson, John Kennan, Hamish Low, Barbara Petrongolo, Steve Pischke, Jan Stuhler and Coen Teulings for helpful comments, as well as seminar participants. I gratefully acknowledge financial support from the Economic and Social Research Council and the Royal Economic Society. 1 Figure 1 is based on IPUMS Current Population Survey data (Flood et al., 2015) since 1999: these waves report reasons for moving, which I exploit below. Appendix A.2 shows these patterns go back many decades. Migration rates have declined for all education groups since the 1980s (Molloy, Smith and Wozniak, 2011), but large skill differentials have persisted. Appendix A.3 presents a breakdown of these results by single-year age categories. ∗
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Figure 1: Annual cross-state migration rates This figure reports the fraction of individuals living in a different state 12 months previously, by age and education, in CPS March waves between 1999 and 2015. I exclude all individuals living abroad one year previously and observations for which the CPS has imputed migration status: Kaplan and Schulhofer-Wohl (2012a) show there are inconsistencies in the imputation procedure in cases of non-response. The non-response rate for migration status is 14 percent in my sample, and this varies little with education. See Appendix A.1 for further discussion of these data issues.



substantial given it is merely an annual flow. This mobility gap should be both surprising and troubling, given the low skilled suffer disproportionately from local business cycle volatility (Hoynes, 2000). Geographical mobility is known to be the critical buffer against local shocks (Blanchard and Katz, 1992; Amior and Manning, 2015), and concern has grown in recent years about the implications of the decline of manufacturing for vulnerable local communities (Moretti, 2012; Autor, Dorn and Hanson, 2013; Charles, Hurst and Notowidigdo, 2016). Indeed, the evidence consistently shows the low skilled population adjusts much more sluggishly to local business cycle fluctuations (Bound and Holzer, 2000; Wozniak, 2010; Notowidigdo, 2011), and this contributes to substantial local persistence of low skilled joblessness (Amior and Manning, 2015). Recent evidence suggests the effect of education on mobility is causal (Malamud and Wozniak, 2012; Machin, Salvanes and Pelkonen, 2012), but the specific mechanism is still debated. Figure 2 shows the mobility gap is entirely driven by individuals who report moving for job-related rather than broadly defined “amenity” (i.e. non-job, primarily family and housing) reasons.2 Job2 See



Appendix B.1 for a detailed breakdown of reported reasons for moving. There is a mild positive gradient for under-35s in amenity-motivated migration in Figure 2, but Appendix B.2 shows this is entirely driven by individuals who report moving to attend or leave college. In the same Appendix, I show these results are robust to controlling for demographic characteristics. Appendix B.3 presents skill gradients for a more detailed breakdown of reasons for moving, both
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Figure 2: Annual cross-state migration rates by reported reason The first panel reports the fraction of individuals who moved state primarily for job-related reasons in the previous 12 months, and the second panel does the same for broadly defined “amenity” (i.e. non-job) reasons. Data is based on the March CPS between 1999 and 2015. See notes below Figure 1 for further sample details.



motivated movers almost always have a job lined up at their destination: only 6 percent of cross-state migrants report moving speculatively to “look for work”.3 I also show in Appendix C that the mobility gap cannot be explained by excollege students returning home.4 I claim the root cause of the mobility gap has nothing to do with geography. That is, high skilled mobility is not explained by large geographical differentials in ex ante utility. Such differentials should stimulate large net migratory flows between states; but net flows are small (relative to gross flows) and, as I show below, not increasing in education - even within detailed occupation groups. This perhaps should not be surprising: following Roback (1982), geographical differentials in expected utility should in principle be arbitraged away through migration.5 Thus, complementarities between skills and locations (or across states and across counties within states. There is a large positive effect of education on job-motivated migration within states, though the slope is not as steep as in Figure 2: this result is consistent with the model below, to the extent that longer distance migration is more costly (see Proposition 2). Finally, there may be concern that household dependents simply report the migration reasons of the household breadwinners, but Appendix B.4 shows that restricting the sample to top earners in each household makes no difference to the results. 3 This is unsurprising: moving without a job in hand is costly and risky (Molho, 1986). Interestingly, these speculative movers are disproportionately low skilled (see Appendix B.3). 4 Kennan and Walker (2011) emphasize the role of return migration in migratory flows, and Kennan (2015) shows it is an important factor in the migration decisions of recent graduates. 5 Due to diminishing returns in production, housing or other congestion externalities. A Roback-type spatial equilibrium assumption underpins the bulk of the urban economic literature in the US (see e.g. Glaeser and Gottlieb, 2009, and Moretti, 2011, for surveys), though it may
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the worker-location match) are more likely to be manifested in the equilibrium distribution of population stocks (see e.g. Diamond, 2016) than the pattern of migratory flows (my focus here). Building on early work by Schwartz (1976), later echoed by Wildasin (2000), I instead argue that high skilled mobility is a consequence of large dispersion in the aggregate-level wage offer distribution (or the worker-job match), independent of geography. This large dispersion is both theoretically intuitive (given the specialized nature of skills) and supported by recent empirical work: see Gottfries and Teulings (2016), Lise, Meghir and Robin (2016) and Liu (2016). In a “thin” labor market (where job offers do not arrive instantaneously), skilled workers will then accrue substantial wage rents (i.e. wage gains in excess of their reservations) as they improve their job match and climb the “jobs ladder”. Now, a worker will only accept a long-distance job offer if the associated rents exceed the cost of moving. So, those who have more to gain from changing jobs (the young and highly skilled) are more likely to migrate - even if the job offer distribution is the same everywhere. For example, a better job may motivate a young computer scientist to move from Atlanta to Houston, but not somebody who cuts hair for a living. Just as large offer dispersion makes skilled markets thinner, it also makes them geographically broader. Crucially, this hypothesis is effective in a world where locations are identical (as long as labor markets are thin), so it is consistent with the evidence of small net migratory flows. My hypothesis depends fundamentally on the presence of large migration costs: wage rents will only matter for the migration decision if moving is actually costly. In contrast, wage rents matter little for the rate of local job matching - where transition costs are low. And indeed, Figure 3 shows that education has little effect on the flow of new within-state job matches. Notice however that the flow is decreasing in age: intuitively, older workers have fewer rungs of the jobs ladder left to climb (Topel and Ward, 1992). Skill differences in the gross flows (which I seek to explain) are not merely of academic interest. They are crucial to understanding the evidence, cited above, of sluggish low skilled population adjustment. Coen-Pirani (2010) and Monras (2015a) show that population adjustment is largely driven by variation in migratory inflows rather than outflows: intuitively, though it may be costly to leave a region suffering an adverse shock, it is not costly not to move there. be less relevant for the developing world (Chauvin et al., 2017).
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Figure 3: Annual flow of new within-state job matches This figure reports the average number of job matches formed per individual which do not involve cross-state moves. Estimates are based on job transitions over four-month waves in the 1996, 2001, 2004 and 2008 panels of the Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP), which cover the period between 1996 and 2013. I exclude individuals with multiple jobs or business income. See Section 5.2 for further data details.



And therefore, successful adjustment depends crucially on the presence of large gross flows in the counterfactual with no shocks. I make two contributions. First, I offer a new model of migration embedded in a simple jobs ladder6 , which generates predictions on the wage returns to local and long-distance job finding. Second, I take these predictions to the data. The results strongly favor the wage rents hypothesis and reject the alternative that skilled mobility is principally explained by low migration costs. I corroborate these findings with new subjective measures of these migration costs. In my model, motivated by both the evidence on net flows and a theory of spatial equilibrium, I assume locations are identical - ruling out a role for geographical differentials. Workers in all locations draw random wage offers from the same exogenous distribution.7 They search both on and off the job, and following the logic of Burdett and Mortensen (1998), this gives rise to a jobs ladder - with the ladder’s rungs corresponding to job match quality. Job offers may arise in a worker’s home location or elsewhere. If the latter, the worker draws a random migration cost - which I express in terms of the disamenity of 6 This



framework was not available to Schwartz (1976) at the time, and it offers a natural explanation for lifecycle patterns in the mobility gap. 7 It would be interesting to study firms’ behavior, and I briefly discuss some of the theoretical implications below. But the ultimate purpose of this study is to explore the link between the aggregate offer distribution and geographical mobility, so I choose to take the former as given.
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living away from home.8 And the worker accepts the offer (and moves) if the associated wage gains exceed this amenity cost. In an abstract sense, this model describes a jobs ladder in two dimensions: wages and amenities. While I focus here on residential amenities, its applications are certainly broader. Workers are more likely to accept offers outside their home area if the (exogenous) dispersion of wage offers is large relative to preferences over amenities. Also, the impact of wage dispersion is greater for workers with lower quality matches, because they have more rungs of the ladder to climb. To the extent that younger workers are concentrated at these lower rungs, this can help explain why they are largely responsible for the skill mobility gap.9 To test these claims, I offer three pieces of evidence. First, I show the wage returns (or “rents”) to local (i.e. within-state) job matches are steeply increasing in education (consistent with Bartel and Borjas, 1981, and Mincer, 1986) and especially for the young (Gottfries and Teulings, 2016). Remarkably, the larger impact of education on younger workers’ rents is fully explained by differences in workers’ initial wages - which highlights the importance of the jobs ladder. And crucially, under certain assumptions on the amenity cost distribution, skill differentials in local wage rents (i.e. independent of geography) are sufficiently large to explain observed differentials in geographical mobility. Second, I show the wage returns to cross-state matches are disproportionately large for skilled workers. This suggests that workers’ realized migration costs are actually steeply increasing in skill (by a compensating differentials argument) - conditional on moving. Intuitively, given large wage dispersion, skilled workers are more likely to select into migration because of large wage rents and despite steep migration costs. This can explain why they disproportionately report moving for job-related rather than amenity reasons (Figure 2). Third, I corroborate these findings with more direct evidence on migration costs, imputing them from subjective data10 in the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID). The cost estimates vary little with education. Reassuringly, they are consistent in magnitude with the realized costs imputed from the wage rent 8 The



migration cost can alternatively be modelled as a one-off moving cost (I offer such an extension in Appendix F.2), but this does not affect the basic intuition. 9 Indeed, the existing evidence shows that a significant part of lifecycle earnings progression is driven by the jobs ladder (Topel and Ward, 1992; Manning, 2003), and this lifecycle effect is larger for skilled workers (Gottfries and Teulings, 2016). 10 Respondents were asked whether they would relocate for higher pay - and what wage would tempt them to move.
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estimates, and Appendix E shows they have substantial explanatory power for future migration decisions (so they appear to be informative about true costs). In short, I claim there is strong evidence that aggregate-level wage rents drive the mobility gap - as well as good theoretical reasons to expect it. In the next section, I contrast my hypothesis with existing explanations in the literature. Section 3 offers evidence (based on net flows) that the mobility gap is not driven by geographical variation. Section 4 sets out the jobs ladder model and derives the key results. Sections 5 and 6 test the model’s predictions on local and cross-state wage rents respectively. I then offer subjective estimates of migration costs in Section 7 and conclude in Section 8.



2 Related literature The migration literature has mostly relied on a location choice model, where workers trade off differential values of locations (which depend on expected local wages, housing costs and amenities) with the cost of moving. This confines us to two possible explanations for the skill mobility gap. Either (i) skilled workers face larger geographical differentials in expected utility, whether due to local skill agglomeration (e.g. Costa and Kahn, 2000; Wheeler, 2001; Davis and Dingel, 2012), the worker-location productivity match (Lkhagvasuren, 2014), compensating transfer payments and housing costs (Notowidigdo, 2011), or skillvarying preferences over local amenities (Diamond, 2016). Or alternatively, (ii) the low skilled face higher migration costs, whether due to financial constraints, lack of information or home attachment (Greenwood, 1973; Topel, 1986; Bound and Holzer, 2000; Wozniak, 2010; Moretti, 2011; Kennan, 2015).11 But neither of these explanations are entirely satisfying. First, it has proven difficult to identify exactly which costs might be responsible for the mobility gap: indeed, migration costs are typically identified as a residual, conditional on the assumptions of the particular model. And regarding the utility differentials view, it can plausibly be argued that local disparities are in fact larger for the low skilled: after all, they suffer from greater local fluctuations in wages and 11 Gregg, Machin and Manning (2004) suggest that long-distance job search may be less costly



for higher skilled workers (this may be a consequence of large job rents, as I argue in Section 4.5 below) and also that college graduates have weaker home attachment, having already left home to study - though Malamud and Wozniak (2012) dispute the latter claim. Bound and Holzer (2000) suggest a lack of assets may constrain the set of location choices.
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employment rates (Hoynes, 2000; Gregg, Machin and Manning, 2004). And indeed, the evidence below shows that net flows between states contribute little to the skill mobility gap - even within detailed occupation groups. Instead, by allowing for thin labor markets, I move away from the confines of the location choice model. In this environment, the worker-job match can drive geographical mobility - even if locations are (ex ante) identical. An instructive comparison can be made with Kennan and Walker (2011), the seminal study on migration decision-making. There, workers only draw their wage after choosing their location (so locations are “experience goods”); but here, the wage offer is known ex ante - so workers move with a job lined up, conditional on a sufficiently attractive offer. This assumption is instrumental to my claim that high skilled mobility is driven by aggregate-level offer dispersion. My approach is more in line with Jackman and Savouri (1992), Molho (2001), Lutgen and Van der Linden (2015) and Molloy, Smith and Wozniak (2017), who interpret internal migration as long-distance job matching. In particular, Molloy, Smith and Wozniak argue the recent decline in geographical mobility is linked to declining wage returns to job transitions. This is similar to my hypothesis, but applied to variation over time rather than by skill.12



3 Net and gross migratory flows The purpose of this section is to justify a model in which locations offer identical utility ex ante, and migration is entirely driven by the worker-job match. If the mobility gap were instead driven by local differentials in expected utility, net flows of skilled workers between locations would be disproportionately large (relative to gross flows). But I find no evidence of this - both on aggregate (as has previously been documented) and also within detailed occupation categories. 1 out Σs |nin I estimate the cross-state net migration rate as 2n s −ns |, where n is the out total sample of individuals, nin s is the number of in-migrants to state s, and ns



is the number of out-migrants from state s. Dividing the expression by 2 ensures that migrants are not double-counted. Notice the gross migration rate is simply 1 out equal to 1n ∑s nin s or n ∑s ns . My sample includes individuals aged 25 to 64 in 12 On



the other side of the debate, Kaplan and Schulhofer-Wohl (2012b) claim the secular decline is driven by narrowing occupation-specific geographical differentials.
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Table 1: Net cross-state migration rates by education



HS dropout HS graduate Some college Undergraduate Postgraduate



Gross mig rate (%) (1)



Basic Net mig rate (%) (2)



Net-gross ratio (3)



1.81 1.93 2.37 3.06 3.57



0.28 0.27 0.28 0.27 0.32



0.15 0.14 0.12 0.09 0.09



Within 2-digit occs Gross mig Net mig Net-gross rate (%) rate (%) ratio (4) (5) (6) 1.59 1.57 1.96 2.68 3.27



0.63 0.41 0.51 0.56 0.66



0.40 0.26 0.26 0.21 0.20



Within 3-digit occs Gross mig Net mig Net-gross rate (%) rate (%) ratio (7) (8) (9) 1.59 1.57 1.96 2.68 3.27



0.85 0.59 0.77 0.86 0.98



0.53 0.38 0.40 0.32 0.30



This table reports annual gross and net cross-state migration rates within education groups. The cross-state net migration rate is estimated as 1 in out in out 2n Σ j |n j − n j |, where n is the total sample of individuals, n j is the number of in-migrants to state j, and n j is the number of out-migrants from state j. The first three columns report basic estimates, and the final six offer within-occupation estimates - based on 2-digit and 3-digit occupation categories. For each education group, these are constructed by weighting occupation-specific migration rates by occupational employment shares. The sample consists of individuals aged 25 to 64 in the ACS between 2000 and 2009, and this is further restricted to the employed for columns 4-9. Migrants are defined as individuals who lived in a different state 12 months previously. Employment status and occupation are recorded at time of survey. Occupational codes are based on the census 2000 scheme.



the American Community Survey (ACS) between 2000 and 2009.13 Migrants are defined as individuals who lived in a different state 12 months previously. Table 1 reports gross and net migration rates separately by education. As is well known14 , net flows (column 2) are dwarfed by gross flows (column 1). It is less well known that this is especially true of better educated workers. Though gross migration is steeply increasing in education, net flows are remarkably flat; so the ratio of net to gross migration is actually decreasing in education: from 0.15 for dropouts to 0.09 for postgraduates (column 3). Thus, skilled migration has a much weaker directional component: see Folger and Nam (1967), Schwartz (1971) and Lkhagvasuren (2014). This does not entirely rule out the possibility that local utility differentials are driving the mobility gap - if these differentials are tied to particular task specializations. This can be tested by studying net and gross flows within detailed occupation groups: for each education group, I estimate the within-occupation out net migration rate as ∑o γo 2n1o Σs |nin os − nos |, where γo is the fraction of indiout viduals employed in occupation group o, and nin os and nos are the number of in/out-migrants to/from state s employed in occupation o. I restrict the sample 13 The



2000-9 ACS samples offer a consistent occupation classification, based on the census 2000 scheme. I use the ACS for this exercise because it offers larger samples than the Current Population Survey (CPS), important for a detailed occupation decomposition. There are 390,000 cross-state migrants in my ACS sample, compared to 18,000 in the CPS in the same years. I take ACS data from the IPUMS database (Ruggles et al., 2010). 14 See Shryock (1959); Schwartz (1971); Jackman and Savouri (1992); Coen-Pirani (2010).
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to individuals employed at the time of survey, and occupations are also recorded at the time of survey.15 I report estimates separately based on 98 2-digit occupations (columns 4-6) and 466 3-digit occupations (7-9); these codes are based on the 2000 census scheme. The skill gradient in net migration (columns 5 and 8) remains remarkably flat - even within 3-digit occupations. And again, the net-gross ratios are strongly decreasing in education. This suggests the mobility gap cannot be explained by skilled workers converging on particular states - even within detailed occupation groups. There may be many computer scientists flocking to California (relative to hairdressers), but there are also many moving in the opposite direction. Appendix D estimates these migration rates separately for different age groups, and the key results are preserved. I also plot gross and net flows for individual occupation groups against a measure of occupational skill, and the same patterns materialize. This is not to say California does not offer particular productive advantages to computer scientists. But following spatial arbitrage (in the spirit of Roback, 1982), any such skill-location complementarities should be manifested more in the geographical distribution of population than the migratory flows - in an environment with inelastic housing or other congestion externalities.



4 Jobs ladder model of migration 4.1 Overview I set the model in continuous time. The model is defined for an individual worker i, but to ease the notation, I suppress the subscript i until I set out the empirical specification. A worker residing in area j receives a flow utility: vj = w−cj



(1)



where w denotes the wage or (for the unemployed) out-of-work income b, and c j is a local amenity cost. Workers have heterogeneous preferences over areas, which are otherwise ex ante identical. Each worker is assigned a “home area” j 15 Note



this is immediately after the twelve month period in which migration occurs. Arguably, this is the appropriate time to measure occupation for this particular exercise - since an individual’s ex post occupation is a good indicator of the job market in which they were originally searching. In any case, I draw comfort from the strength of the patterns in Table 1.
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with c j normalized to zero; and for the same worker, the remaining c j matches are strictly positive draws of i.i.d random variables: c (ε c ) = σ c ε c



(2)



where ε c ∼ F c , and σ c determines the strength of preferences over local amenities. The c j draws are the sole origin of costs associated with migration. This approach has precedent in other work; see e.g. Hilber and Robert-Nicoud (2010); Moretti (2011); Gyourko, Mayer and Sinai (2013). Kennan and Walker (2011) offer evidence that heterogeneous amenity valuations play a fundamental role in determining migration decisions. An alternative approach is to impose one-off moving costs, and I offer such an extension in Appendix F.2. For simplicity, I assume both employed and unemployed workers receive job offers at rate µ . A fraction π of offers originates from a worker’s home area, irrespective of where they are currently living. Intuitively, workers may be searching more intensively in their most preferred location. I take π as given; but as I point out below, there are good reasons to believe it may vary with skill. Workers draw wage offers equal to: w (ε w ) = γ ′ X + σ w ε w



(3)



where X is a vector of characteristics defining the worker’s human capital, and ε w is an idiosyncratic term representing job match quality. The importance of match quality depends on the parameter σ w . To the extent that skills are specialized for particular tasks, one might expect σ w to be larger for skilled workers. Alternatively, in a log wage specification, σ w may define the importance of productive complementarities between a unidimensional index of firm quality (as represented by the ε w draw) and individual human capital, γ ′ X . For simplicity, I have assumed match quality ε w is fixed over the duration of a job. That is, there is no accumulation of firm-specific human capital or delayed compensation. I discuss the implications of this assumption in Section 5 below. ε w is drawn from an exogenous distribution F w . Both F w and its density f w are continuous and differentiable over its support, and I assume its hazard rate f w (ε w ) w 1−F w (ε w ) is monotonically increasing in ε . σ w , I am taking firm behavior as given: the



By imposing an exogenous F w and ultimate purpose of this paper is to



explore the impact of the offer distribution on geographical mobility, rather than 11



the determination of the offer distribution itself. Having said that, I do briefly consider the theoretical implications of endogenous wage setting below. Crucially, the match quality distribution F w is invariant geographically, and the same is true of benefit income b and the amenity cost distribution F c . These assumptions are motivated by the evidence in Section 3, which suggests local differentials in (ex ante) utility are unimportant for explaining the skill mobility gap. Of course, there is substantial local variation in wages (and benefits and average amenity valuations) in practice, but this theoretically should be offset by corresponding variation in housing costs in spatial equilibrium (see e.g. Roback, 1982; Glaeser and Gottlieb, 2009; Moretti, 2011) - in which case, w may be interpreted as the real consumption wage. Instead, I restrict attention to aggregate-level changes in the offer dispersion parameter σ w . A worker can exit a job in two ways: either if he receives a better offer, or through a random job separation (to unemployment). These separations arrive at rate δ . On separation, workers optimally choose to return to their home area (and receive c j = 0) if they happen to have been employed elsewhere. Migration in this model is manifested in two ways: first, through “nonhome” job finding, where workers accept offers outside their home area, despite the amenity cost; or second, if workers return to their home area at a later time, motivated (either partially or entirely) by amenity gains. Figure 2 suggests it is the former component which drives the skill mobility gap. In what follows, I study how the rate of “non-home” job finding responds to the dispersion of match productivity σ w , relative to the rate of “home area” (or local) job finding.



4.2 Jobs ladder and aggregate match quality It is useful to define ε as the aggregate match component of utility, covering both the productivity ε w and amenity cost ε c dimensions. I normalize ε by wage dispersion σ w to express it in units of ε w :



σc c (4) ε σw so the flow utility v can be expressed as γ ′ X + σ w ε . ε summarizes a worker’s position on the jobs ladder, and all individual choices depend on this state variable alone. Conditional on human capital X , employed workers accept any job ε ≡ εw −
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offer yielding a larger ε .16 For an unemployed worker, I denote the reservation match quality as εR . The unemployed optimally choose to live in their home area so they face no amenity penalty. Thus, they accept any job offer whose match quality satisfies: γ ′ X + σ w ε ≥ b, where b is out-of-work income. So: b − γ ′X (5) σw Since εR is the lowest viable match quality, it defines the bottom of the ladder. In Appendix F.3, I derive the equilibrium distribution of match quality ε



εR =



across workers. The key insight is that wage rents (and therefore geographical mobility) only exist to the extent that markets are “thin”. For an infinite offer rate



µ (or zero separation rate δ ), all workers will benefit from the maximum match quality - and there will be no rents (in excess of workers’ reservations). As µ declines relative to δ , workers increasingly find themselves at lower “rungs” of the jobs ladder (i.e. lower ε ), and job matches will then yield larger rents.



4.3 Impact of σ w on job finding rates Let ρ (ε ) be the job finding rate for workers on initial match quality ε :



ρ (ε ) = ρH (ε ) + ρN (ε )



(6)



where ρ (εR ) is the finding rate for the unemployed, and



ρH (ε ) = µπ [1 − F w (ε )]



(7)



is the home area finding rate, and



ρN (ε ) = µ (1 − π )



Z ∞ 0



  σc c dF c 1−F ε + wε σ w



(8)



is the non-home rate. Holding the parameters µ (offer rate), π (home share of offers) and σ c (amenity dispersion) fixed, I now study the impact of match quality dispersion σ w on ρH (ε ) and ρN (ε ) for given ε . Proposition 1. Given a worker’s initial match quality ε , the home area finding rate ρH (ε ) is independent of σ w . 16 For



completeness, I set out an expression for workers’ value in Appendix F.1, though this is not necessary to solve for workers’ decision rules (since job transitions are costless).
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This follows from (7). Intuitively, home area job transitions are costless, so strictly positive wage rents (in excess of workers’ reservations) are not necessary for the acceptance of a job offer. As a result, larger offer dispersion σ w (and the larger rents associated with this) will have no effect on ρH (ε ). Proposition 2. Given a worker’s initial match quality ε , the non-home finding rate ρN (ε ) is increasing in σ w . This effect is larger if workers have stronger preferences over amenities (σ c larger). This follows from (8). In contrast to home area job transitions, non-home transitions are costly, so wage rents (and therefore σ w ) do matter for the nonhome finding rate ρN (ε ). But of course, these rents only matter to the extent that moving is costly - that is, to the extent that workers care about where they live (σ c large). If the high skilled do indeed face larger σ w , this can explain why the long-distance migration rate is steeply increasing in education (Figure 1) but the flow of local matches is not (Figure 3). As an aside, notice this offers a rationale for the relatively speedy adjustment of the skilled population to local shocks. In particular, a larger σ w will increase the probability that workers accept long-distance offers - so the migratory inflow to a local area will be more responsive to that area’s offer rate, µ .17



4.4 Lifecycle effects: implications of initial ε As Figure 1 shows, the mobility gap is largely driven by the young. The model does not explicitly account for the lifecycle, but it has clear implications on this front. Suppose workers live for a fixed period T , and suppose the labor market is “thin”, i.e. the offer rate is finite. Older workers will then typically benefit from larger match quality ε : they have had more time to find a better match, or have accumulated more “search capital”. Indeed, Topel and Ward (1992), Manning (2003) and Gottfries and Teulings (2016) offer evidence that this search capital can explain a substantial portion of the return to labor market experience. In this way, an individual’s age can be proxied by his match quality ε . Notice first that: 17 The existing evidence, cited in the introduction, shows local population adjustment largely comes through variation in inflows rather than outflows. Local shocks will also shift an area j’s offer distribution, and some workers may change their most preferred “home area” as a result - though this may be tempered by the adjustment of house prices in a more complete model. These local dynamics are worthy of attention, but I leave this to future research.
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Proposition 3. The home area job finding rate, ρH (ε ), is decreasing in ε . But ρ (ε ) the non-home finding rate is decreasing more quickly, so the odds ratio ρHN (ε ) is decreasing in ε . The result for ρH (ε ) is trivial, and it follows from (7). Intuitively, if workers are higher up the jobs ladder, fewer offers will be acceptable. To see the latter result, notice the odds ratio can be expressed as:



ρN (ε ) = ρH (ε )







c



σ c w Z 1 − π ∞ 1 − F ε + σw ε



π



1 − F w (ε )



0







dF c



(9)



Given my assumption that the exogenous offer distribution F w has a monotonically increasing hazard rate, this expression must be decreasing in ε . Intuitively, the monotone hazard rate ensures the upper tail of the offer distribution is not too thick, so workers will expect lower wage rents in subsequent matches as they move higher up the jobs ladder. So, not only are there fewer rungs to climb, but each job offer will yield smaller rents - and this latter effect will deter specifically non-home job finding because of the positive cost of moving. This is consistent with evidence from the introduction: the (negative) age gradient is visually steeper for migration (Figure 1) than for the flow of local matches (Figure 3). Notice this pattern is largely driven by the better educated groups. Or to put it another way, the skill mobility gap is largely driven by the young. This can be explained by the following result: Proposition 4. Given a worker’s initial match quality ε , the (positive) effect of ρ (ε )



offer dispersion σ w on the odds ratio ρHN (ε ) is decreasing in ε . This result is contingent on the distribution F c of amenity cost draws ε c . A sufficient criterion c′



c



is that the elasticity of the density ε c ff c ((εεc )) exceeds -1 for all ε c . The intuition is simple. Based on Proposition 2, a larger σ w will expand wage rents and therefore the odds ratio ρρHN ((εε )) of non-home to home area finding. But, this effect will be weaker for workers at higher match quality ε (read: older workers), because they have fewer rungs of the jobs ladder left to climb. To show this more formally, I begin by differentiating (9) with respect to σ w : d ρρN ((εε )) H



dσ w



=



σc



1−π · π (σ w )2



Z ∞ 0



  c f w ε + σσw ε c  dε c ε c f c (ε c )  1 − F w (ε ) 
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(10)



This expression is positive, consistent with Proposition 2. The term is the density of the match productivity draw at ε +



σc c σw ε ,



  c f w ε + σσw ε c 1−F w (ε )



conditional on the  c



f w ε + σσw ε c c draw exceeding ε . The hazard rate of this distribution at ε + σσw ε c is . c 1−F w (ε + σσw ε c ) Since I assume F w has an increasing hazard rate, a smaller ε causes the hazard



rate to decrease at every



σc c σw ε .



That is, there is a dominating transformation



of the conditional distribution by the hazard rate criterion. So in the integral in (10), relatively more density is concentrated at larger values of ε c . The effect of ε on equation (10) then depends on the shape of F c . A sufficient condition for the response to σ w to be decreasing in ε is that ε c f c (ε c ) is unambiguously increasing in ε c - or equivalently, the elasticity of the den′



f c (ε c )



sity ε c f c (ε c ) exceeds -1 for all ε c . This ensures that amenity cost draws are not heavily concentrated at the bottom of the distribution. For example, it is sufficient that F c is uniform. A uniform assumption on F c is in fact a useful one for deriving a tractable empirical specification - and I return to this point below. This result offers a simple intuition for why the mobility gap is largely driven by the young: at the beginning of their career, workers have greater scope for accumulating wage rents, and these rents justify more long-distance moves. Of course, this argument depends on the claim that match quality ε can proxy for a worker’s age - conditional on human capital. But this claim is empirically testable: in particular, once I control for an individual’s initial wage (to absorb match quality), any dependence of job rents on age (in any skill group) should be washed away. I take this prediction to the data in Section 5 below.



4.5 Other considerations Before moving to the evidence, I briefly consider a number of other pertinent issues: (i) the distribution of match quality ε among workers, and the possible determinants of (ii) the home area offer share π and (iii) the offer distribution. First, in the analysis above, I have focused on the determination of the job finding rates ρX (ε ) for X = {H, N}, taking ε as given. But the equilibrium distribution of ε across workers may itself vary with skill. And this would have implications for the mean job finding rate, specifically E [ρX (ε )], across workers at all rungs of the ladder. In Appendix F.4, I show that for a given ρ (ε ) function, the mean E [ρX (ε )] is increasing in the separation rate δ and decreasing in the 16



reservation match quality εR . Intuitively, larger δ and smaller εR would typically push workers down the jobs ladder, so a larger fraction of job offers would be acceptable. In practice though, Figure 3 shows the mean home area finding rate E [ρH (ε )] varies little with education, so these distributional effects are unlikely to be important. For example, better educated workers face a lower separation rate δ 18 ; but they typically find work more quickly from outside employment (see Appendix F.4 for estimates), which points to smaller εR . These effects appear to offset one another in the determination of E [ρH (ε )]. Second, there is reason to believe that π , the home area share of offers, may be smaller in skilled markets (as Gregg, Machin and Manning, 2004, suggest). To the extent that workers - and also firms (in a more complete model) - expect larger rents, they may invest harder in non-home search and recruitment because a greater fraction of non-home offers are viable. This would amplify any impact of wage rents on geographical mobility. I leave such considerations to future research. Still, it is worth emphasizing that observed wage rents alone can quantitatively account for the skill mobility gap (under certain assumptions on the amenity cost distribution F c ), without relying on π : see Section 5.4 below. Finally, my approach has been to take the offer distribution parameters F w and σ w as exogenous - and focus on the implications of this distribution for geographical mobility. Certainly, it would be interesting to consider the behavior of firms and the source of any skill differences in the offer distribution and wage rents (which I estimate below), but I leave this to future research. The natural theoretical approach would be to allow for productive complementarities between workers and firms, the strength of which vary across skill groups. Firms would then set wages in an attempt to extract the rents from these matches, constrained either by hiring and retention rates (if wages are set ex ante, before a match is formed) or by workers’ bargaining power (if wages are set ex post). The particular multi-location environment of this model does offer interesting implications for wage setting. To the extent that match complementarities encourage geographical mobility (by boosting wage rents), outside options in distant locations would become more viable. Firms would then be compelled to offer higher wages to attract distant workers, and this would amplify any initial effect of these complementarities on wage rents and mobility. 18 This itself is plausibly a consequence of larger job rents: larger rents would presumably make job matches more resilient to shocks which arise within matches.
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5 Wage returns to within-state job finding 5.1 Empirical specification I have claimed the divergent effects of education on home area and non-home job finding, ρH (ε ) and ρN (ε ), are driven by the aggregate-level offer distribution. Intuitively, large offer dispersion yields large wage rents, which are required to justify costly long-distance matches. In what follows, I offer three empirical tests of this claim. First, I estimate wage returns to within-state matches (i.e. independent of geography) - and I show skill differentials in these rents are sufficiently large to explain the gap in geographical mobility. In Section 6, I study the wage returns to cross-state matches - which sheds light on the realized costs of migration across education groups. And in Section 7, I corroborate my findings with new subjective measures of these costs. ρ (ε )



Under certain assumptions on the amenity costs, the odds ratio ρHN (ε ) of nonhome to home area job finding can be expressed in terms of the expectation of wage rents conditional on accepting a home job offer. In particular, suppose the amenity draws ε c are uniformly distributed with a minimum at 0 and a maximum normalized to 1. And suppose also that a very small fraction ofjob offers are  c



accepted at the maximum amenity cost draw: that is,



I show in Appendix G that the odds ratio



ρN (ε ) 1−π ≈ ρH (ε ) π 1−π = π



ρN (ε ) ρH (ε )



1−F w ε + σσw 1−F w (ε )



is close to 0.



can then be approximated by:



f w (ε + x) σw ∞ · c dx (x − ε ) σ 0 1 − F w (ε )   σw · c EH ε ′ − ε |ε ′ ≥ ε σ Z



(11)



where EH [ε ′ − ε |ε ′ ≥ ε ] is the expected improvement in match quality ε arising from a home area (subscript H) match; and thus, σ w EH [ε ′ − ε |ε ′ ≥ ε ] is the expected wage return (or wage rents). These rents are simple to identify in the data. The overall change in wages for an individual can be disaggregated into the match return and the contribution from human capital. Using (3):



     EH w′ − w (ε ) |w′ ≥ w (ε ) = σ w EH ε ′ − ε |ε ′ ≥ ε + γ ′ X ′ − X 18



(12)



Until now, I have interpreted w as a dollar wage - and similarly, c as a dollar amenity cost. In principle though, w and c may also represent log values, yielding a model in log utility based on (1).19 This may not be theoretically innocuous since workers cannot borrow or save in this model. However, it will yield more conservative empirical results: any skill gradient in proportional rents will be shallower than in dollar rents, because better educated workers earn substantially more. (12) then suggests the following empirical specification: ∆wit = β0 + β1 NewJobit + β2′ Xit + di + dt + εit



(13)



where ∆wit is the change in worker i’s log wage between t − 1 and t, and NewJobit is a dummy taking 1 if the worker began a new job between t − 1 and t. I exclude observations where individuals move between states, so (13) estimates the return to specifically within-state job finding. I control for a vector Xit of demographic characteristics20 , time effects dt and, in some specifications, individual fixed effects di - to absorb unobserved time-invariant components of human capital. Conditional on the human capital controls, β1 identifies the expected wage return to a within-state match - by comparing the wage evolution through the match against the counterfactual of remaining in the same job. I have no interest here in identifying a causal effect of an “exogenous” job change. Rather, the model makes predictions on the conditional mean wage change - and this is the moment that equation (13) identifies. Of course, this conditional mean is driven by selection on job offers, but it is precisely this selection which interests me. In particular, based on Proposition 2, skilled workers should expect larger wage rents conditional on changing job - if they face larger offer dispersion σ w . And based on Proposition 4, the effect of education should be especially large for younger workers (since they are lower down the jobs ladder). To test these claims, I interact the NewJobit dummy with a set of education effects, and I estimate the model separately for different age groups. 19 Grogger and Hanson (2011) show that a Roy model with linear utility and skill-invariant mi-



gration costs can better explain the observed selection of high and low skilled migrants across countries than an alternative specification with log utility and migration costs which are proportional to income. However, it is not clear whether this result for international migration is generalizable to internal migration in the US, where wage gains are much smaller. 20 Specifically: age and age squared; four education indicators (high school graduate, some college, undergraduate and postgraduate), each interacted with a quadratic in age and a time trend; black and Hispanic race dummies and immigrant status; and a gender indicator which is also interacted with all previously mentioned variables.
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In the model above, I have assumed that match quality ε w is fixed over the duration of a job. But to the extent that better educated workers select more heavily on expected wage progression within jobs (driven, for example, by the accumulation of firm-specific human capital), the β1 coefficient will underestimate their wage rents - relative to the low skilled. In this sense, my estimation strategy is biased against the finding of large wage rents in skilled matches. Of course, there is already a literature which estimates wage returns to job transitions - using similar specifications to (13). These wage returns are known to be increasing in education (Bartel and Borjas, 1981; Mincer, 1986) and decreasing in age (see also Topel and Ward, 1992 and Chapter 6 of Manning, 2003). Topel and Ward (1992) and Manning (2003) argue that these wage returns should be interpreted in the context of a jobs ladder, and Gottfries and Teulings (2016) consider skill differences within this framework. But to my knowledge, this study is the first to link these effects to geographical mobility.



5.2 Data I estimate this specification using the Survey of Income and Program Participation (SIPP). The SIPP offers substantial samples and high-frequency waves, just four months apart. Job status is recorded at the end of each wave.21 My sample consists of employees aged 25 to 64 in the SIPP panels beginning 1996, 2001, 2004 and 2008, covering the period between 1996 and 2013. I exclude observations where individuals moved between state, and I identify wit with log hourly wages at the end of each four-month wave t.22 Of course, the sample is necessarily restricted to individuals who were in employment at the end of wave t − 1. Since I do not know the reservation wage of the unemployed, I cannot observe the rents accruing to their matches. However, this is unlikely to be an important omission for the purposes of explaining average migration rates. Table 2 shows that migration rates are much larger for 21 SIPP



respondents report their earnings at the end of each month, but I do not exploit these monthly frequencies. The SIPP is known to suffer from severe seam bias (see e.g. Marquis and Moore, 2010), presumably due to poor recall: monthly changes in individuals’ outcomes tend to be larger between months at the seam of two waves than within the same wave. 22 I use hourly wage data for workers paid by the hour, and I impute hourly wages for salaried workers using monthly earnings and hours. To reduce measurement error, I restrict my sample to wage changes where pay duration does not change: that is, the worker is either paid hourly or salaried in both periods. I exclude workers with multiple jobs or business income at the end of a wave, and I exclude wage observations below the 1st or above the 99th percentiles.
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Table 2: Cross-state migration rates by initial employment status Cross-state mig rates (%) over 4-month waves All individuals By emp status in t − 1 Employed Unemployed Inactive



HS dropout HS graduate Some college Undergraduate Postgraduate



(1)



(2)



(3)



(4)



0.31 0.37 0.53 0.73 0.86



0.27 0.30 0.46 0.63 0.76



0.40 0.65 0.89 1.35 2.12



0.33 0.48 0.73 1.06 1.24



This table reports cross-state migration rates across four-month waves, based on the SIPP panels of 1996, 2001, 2004 and 2008, which cover the period between 1996 and 2013. The full sample consists of 1.7m individual-wave observations. Column 1 reports migration rates for all individuals aged 25-64, by education group. Columns 2-4 reports these rates separately by initial employment status.



the unemployed: as the model predicts, the jobless should expect larger rents. But despite this, average migration rates (column 1) are closely approximated by those of the initially employed (column 2) - across education groups.



5.3 Empirical estimates I present estimates of (13) in Table 3. Column 1 reports the basic results without controlling for individual fixed effects: the expected wage return to a new local job is 0.02. In the next four columns, I interact the NewJobit dummy with a set of education effects (all of which are included in the demographic controls). There is a steep education gradient, stretching from under 0.02 for high school dropouts (the omitted category) to 0.05 for those with postgraduate degrees. As columns 3 to 5 show, this gradient is largely driven by the young: among under35s, β1 ranges from 0.01 (and statistically insignificant) for dropouts to 0.08 for postgraduates. In the remaining five columns, I repeat this exercise controlling for fixed effects: the results are very similar. This suggests that job rents are steeply increasingly in skill, and especially so for younger workers. This is consistent with the predictions of Proposition 4: younger workers are lower down the jobs ladder, so they are the main beneficiaries of the larger rents on offer in skilled markets. This mechanism can be tested directly in the data. Specifically, if age matters only in as much as it affects a worker’s rung on the ladder (which can be identified by the initial wage), the effect of education on rents should be invariant with age if I control for a worker’s 21



Table 3: Wage returns to within-state job finding No fixed effects All ages 25-34 35-44 (2) (3) (4)



45-64 (5)



All ages (6)



All ages (7)



0.024*** (0.003)



0.017*** (0.006) -0.004 (0.008) -0.002 (0.008) 0.026*** (0.010) 0.045*** (0.015)



0.011 (0.010) 0.002 (0.012) 0.020 (0.012) 0.054*** (0.015) 0.084*** (0.024)



0.019* (0.011) 0.010 (0.014) -0.023* (0.014) 0.033* (0.018) 0.035 (0.027)



0.023* (0.013) -0.022 (0.016) -0.010 (0.016) -0.018 (0.020) 0.020 (0.025)



0.025*** (0.004)



0.019** (0.008) -0.007 (0.010) -0.004 (0.010) 0.027** (0.012) 0.047*** (0.018)



Yes 774,399



Yes 774,399



Yes 190,026



Yes 235,732



Yes 348,641



Yes 774,399



Yes 774,399



All ages (1) New job (NJ) NJ * HS grad NJ * Some coll NJ * Undergrad NJ * Postgrad



Demog controls Sample



Fixed effects 25-34 (8)



35-44 (9)



45-64 (10)



0.011 (0.014) 0.004 (0.018) 0.026 (0.017) 0.049** (0.021) 0.098*** (0.031)



0.027** (0.013) -0.008 (0.018) -0.028* (0.017) 0.036 (0.023) 0.033 (0.036)



0.019 (0.014) -0.015 (0.018) -0.013 (0.018) -0.002 (0.023) 0.028 (0.029)



Yes 190,026



Yes 235,732



Yes 348,641



This table offers estimates of (13), based on four-month wave transitions in the SIPP panels beginning 1996, 2001, 2004 and 2008. I regress log wage changes (within individuals) on a new job dummy, interacted with a set of education effects - for observations with no cross-state migration. I report specifications both without individual fixed effects (columns 1-5) and including them (6-10). Throughout, I control for a full set of wave effects and a detailed set of demographic characteristics, specifically: age and age squared; four education indicators (high school graduate, some college, undergraduate and postgraduate), each interacted with a quadratic in age and a time trend; black and Hispanic race dummies and immigrant status; and a gender indicator which is also interacted with all previously mentioned variables. I base my wage variable on hourly wage data for workers paid by the hour, and I impute hourly wages for salaried workers using monthly earnings and hours. See Section 5.2 for sample restrictions. Errors are clustered by individual, and robust SEs are in parentheses. *** p


Table 4: Wage returns to within-state job finding - controlling for initial wage



New job (NJ) log wit−1 NJ * log wit−1



All ages (2)



-0.119*** (0.001) 0.532*** (0.016) -0.205*** (0.006)



-0.116*** (0.001) 0.593*** (0.017) -0.260*** (0.007) 0.029*** (0.008) 0.059*** (0.008) 0.180*** (0.011) 0.261*** (0.015)



-0.129*** (0.002) 0.500*** (0.027) -0.227*** (0.012) 0.016 (0.012) 0.056*** (0.013) 0.169*** (0.017) 0.264*** (0.025)



Yes 774,399



Yes 774,399



Yes 190,026



NJ * HS grad NJ * Some coll NJ * Undergrad NJ * Postgrad



Demog controls Sample



No fixed effects 25-34 35-44 (3) (4)



All ages (1)



45-64 (5)



All ages (6)



All ages (7)



Fixed effects 25-34 (8)



35-44 (9)



45-64 (10)



-0.123*** (0.002) 0.601*** (0.029) -0.261*** (0.012) 0.042*** (0.013) 0.044*** (0.013) 0.201*** (0.020) 0.261*** (0.027)



-0.107*** (0.002) 0.704*** (0.032) -0.300*** (0.013) 0.034** (0.016) 0.080*** (0.016) 0.180*** (0.021) 0.265*** (0.025)



-0.647*** (0.004) 0.377*** (0.015) -0.144*** (0.006)



-0.644*** (0.004) 0.424*** (0.016) -0.182*** (0.007) 0.016** (0.008) 0.031*** (0.008) 0.117*** (0.011) 0.175*** (0.014)



-0.658*** (0.009) 0.360*** (0.028) -0.161*** (0.012) 0.011 (0.014) 0.036*** (0.014) 0.106*** (0.018) 0.194*** (0.026)



-0.701*** (0.008) 0.415*** (0.029) -0.173*** (0.012) 0.010 (0.014) 0.012 (0.014) 0.131*** (0.020) 0.153*** (0.026)



-0.645*** (0.006) 0.493*** (0.030) -0.210*** (0.012) 0.031** (0.014) 0.049*** (0.014) 0.125*** (0.019) 0.185*** (0.024)



Yes 235,732



Yes 348,641



Yes 774,399



Yes 774,399



Yes 190,026



Yes 235,732



Yes 348,641



This table is identical to Table 3 (see associated notes for further details), except I also control for the lag of the log wage and its interaction with the new job dummy variable. Errors are clustered by individual, and robust SEs are in parentheses. *** p


initial wage. To this end, I re-estimate all the specifications in Table 3 - but this time, controlling also for (i) the worker’s log wage in the previous period wit−1 and (ii) an interaction between wit−1 and the NewJobit dummy. I report the results in Table 4. It is difficult to interpret the coefficients on
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wit−1 and its interaction. Measurement error will be a concern, and wit−1 may also be picking up unobserved components of human capital. Still, the coefficient on the interaction between wit−1 and NewJobit is negative, which is consistent with Proposition 3: workers initially lower down the jobs ladder can expect larger rents. The elasticity of the wages rents in a new local job to the initial wage hovers between -0.14 and -0.30 across the different specifications. More interesting is what happens to the interactions between NewJobit and the education effects. Notice first that the associated coefficients are much larger than in Table 3: this is because better educated workers earn more, but better paid individuals expect lower job rents. The coefficients are also very precise, monotonically increasing in education (even for qualifications below college degree) and, most importantly, remarkably similar across age groups. For example, without fixed effects, the effect of a postgraduate qualification on mean wage rents is 26 log points (relative to high school dropouts) across all age groups, controlling for initial wage. The effect is somewhat smaller (around 18 log points) when I control for fixed effects in columns 6-10; but again, it varies little by age. This is strong evidence in favour of the jobs ladder explanation: the large age differences in the education effect on rents in Table 3 are entirely explained by variation in workers’ initial wage. And this offers a plausible explanation for why the skill mobility gap is so much larger for younger workers.



5.4 Quantifying the effect of job rents on mobility Finally, I consider whether these estimates of skilled wage rents (in local matches) are sufficiently large to explain the mobility gap. Assume again that the amenity draws ε c are uniformly distributed between 0 and a normalized value of 1; and assume also that very few job offers are accepted at the maximum amenity cost draw. Then, taking the expectation of (11) over the distribution of match quality



ε for initially employed workers23 , and rearranging: π E [ρN (ε )] σc ≈ β1 1−π E [ρH (ε )]



(14)



where β1 is identified by the estimating equation (13) - and is equal to the expectation (over ε ) of home area wage rents σ w EH [ε ′ − ε |ε ′ ≥ ε ] for the initially em23 See



Appendix F.3 for a formal derivation of the equilibrium distribution.
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Table 5: Quantifying the effect of job rents HS dropout (1) Age group: 25-34 0.239 E [ρH (ε )] 0.008 E [ρN (ε )] β1 0.011 π c 1−π σ



Two edu groups Non-grad Coll grad (6) (7)



0.199 0.016 0.031



0.173 0.028 0.065



0.155 0.048 0.095



0.203 0.013 0.021



0.168 0.033 0.072



(0.010)



(0.007)



(0.007)



(0.012)



(0.022)



(0.005)



(0.010)



0.292



0.199



0.360



0.339



0.210



0.313



0.293



(0.272)



(0.118)



(0.085)



(0.062)



(0.049)



(0.070)



(0.042)



0.140 0.006 0.029



0.136 0.009 -0.003



0.114 0.014 0.053



0.100 0.021 0.054



0.143 0.007 0.013



0.109 0.016 0.053



(0.011)



(0.009)



(0.008)



(0.014)



(0.025)



(0.005)



(0.012)



0.594



0.633



-0.045



0.388



0.198



0.250



0.304



(0.332)



(0.197)



(0.117)



(0.104)



(0.092)



(0.102)



(0.071)



Age group: 45-64 0.107 E [ρH (ε )] 0.002 E [ρN (ε )] β1 0.023



(0.013) π c 1−π σ



Postgrad (5)



0.195 0.012 0.013



Age group: 35-44 0.177 E [ρH (ε )] 0.006 E [ρN (ε )] β1 0.019 π c 1−π σ



Five edu groups HS grad Some coll Undergrad (2) (3) (4)



0.096



0.100



0.091



0.081



0.099



0.087



0.003



0.004



0.006



0.007



0.003



0.006



0.001



0.013



0.006



0.043



0.010



0.019



(0.009)



(0.009)



(0.015)



(0.021)



(0.006)



(0.012)



1.170



0.029



0.325



0.080



0.437



0.300



0.234



(0.665)



(0.279)



(0.227)



(0.208)



(0.211)



(0.177)



(0.149)



This table derives broad indicators of migration frictions, 1−π π σ c , by age and education. The friction measures are imputed from (i) E [ρH (ε )], the annual flow of within-state job matches (among initially employed workers), (ii) E [ρN (ε )], the annual job-motivated cross-state migration rate, and (iii) β1 , the expected wage returns to within-state matches. The identification of these parameters, across the various cells, is described in Section 5.4. The standard errors of 1−π π σ c are estimated using the delta method: see Appendix H.



ployed (workers unemployed in t − 1 are not part of the regression sample). To derive (14), I have the mean of the odds ratio of non-home/home i h approximated E[ρN (ε )] ρN (ε ) finding rates, E ρH (ε ) , with the odds ratio of the mean rates, E[ ρH (ε )] .



Using information on job finding rates and expected local wage rents, one can then back out values for 1−π π σ c - which represents a broad measure of the



frictions inhibiting non-home job finding, due to both the home area share of job offers π and preferences over amenities σ c . Table 5 computes these broad friction measures by age and education, separately for my standard five-group education classification and also a two-group classification (college graduates and non-graduates). I report standard errors for the β1 estimates and, using the delta method, for 1−π π σ c (see Appendix H for details). I identify E [ρH (ε )] with the annualized within-state finding rate among the initially employed, based on the SIPP: I multiply the finding rate over fourmonth waves by 3. E [ρN (ε )] is the average non-home finding rate, defined as 24



those workers leaving their state (despite a positive amenity cost) for the sake of a job. I identify this with the annual job-motivated cross-state migration rate in the CPS, illustrated in Figure 2 above.24 Unfortunately, it is not possible to condition this rate on initial employment (the CPS does not follow individuals who change address), but Table 2 suggests this is unlikely to make much difference. For the five-group classification, estimates of expected home area (within-state) wage rents, β1 , are based on columns 3-5 of Table 3. For the twogroup classification, I have re-estimated (13) using an interaction between the new job dummy and a single education dummy (college graduate). The final row computes the broad friction measure 1−π π σ c , based on (14). Among under-35s, there is very little variation in the estimated friction measure by education. Among older workers, the frictions are large for high school dropouts, though the standard errors are much too large to draw conclusions. The two-group education classification offers greater power - and there, the frictions vary remarkably little by both age and education. In other words, conditional on my (uniform) distributional assumption on amenity costs, variation in local job rents can explain the bulk of graduate/non-graduate differentials in cross-state (job-motivated) mobility, both overall and over the lifecycle. These results depend on my distributional assumptions on amenity costs. In Sections 6 and 7, I offer further evidence in favor of the wage rents hypothesis which imposes weaker assumptions. These analyses will abstract away from the frictions (encapsulated in the π parameter) which affect the non-home offer rate - and will instead yield estimates of (realized and unconditional) amenity costs.



6 Wage returns to cross-state job finding 6.1 Selection on wage and amenity draws Above, I have studied the returns to home area matches. But, the non-home returns can also help identify the source of the mobility gap. These returns depend on the relative importance of selection on wage and amenity draws. To the extent that workers select into migration because of large wage offers (and 24 One



might alternatively use the basic cross-state migration rate (ignoring the reported reasons), but the skill gradient of the basic rate is flatter than the job-motivated rate (compare Figures 1 and 2) - so it would be less challenging to explain.
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despite large amenity costs), this will be manifested in larger non-home returns. To interpret these selection effects, it is useful to study the distribution of realized amenity costs - conditional on accepting a non-home job offer. Let Z (c|ε ) be the distribution of realized amenity costs c = σ c ε c , given initial match quality ε . Conditional on accepting a non-home offer, the probability of having drawn an amenity cost exceeding c is:  i c 1 − F w ε + σσw ε c dF c (ε c )  1 − Z (c|ε ) = R ∞  w ε + σ c ε c dF c (ε c ) 0 1−F σw R∞ h c σc



(15)



I make the following claim: Proposition 5. Given a worker’s initial match quality ε and amenity cost draw c, 1 − Z (c|ε ) is increasing in both σ w and σ c . That is, a larger σ w and σ c cause a dominating transformation (by the first order stochastic criterion) of the distribution of realized amenity costs. I leave the proof to Appendix G. Intuitively, a larger σ w raises the size of job rents, so workers are more likely to accept non-home offers with high amenity cost draws c. And a larger σ c implies larger unconditional amenity cost draws; so (trivially) realized amenity costs will also be larger. If these realized amenity costs could be observed, this would offer a useful test on the causes of the mobility gap. If skilled mobility is driven by low costs (i.e. low σ c ), realized amenity costs would be decreasing in education. But if skilled mobility is driven by large wage rents (large σ w ), realized amenity costs would be increasing in education. Intuitively, in the latter case, skilled workers would be moving because of large rents - and despite the associated costs. Clearly, these amenity costs are unobserved. But the model does offer a way to identify upper and lower bounds on the expectation of realized amenity costs: Proposition 6. The expected wage return to non-home job finding identifies an upper bound on the expectation of realized amenity costs. And if amenity cost draws are always positive, the differential between the expected return to nonhome and home matches identifies a lower bound on the expected realized costs. The intuition for the upper bound is simple. Let EN [ε ′ − ε |ε ] represent the expected gain in match quality on accepting a non-home (subscript N) job offer. The associated wage return can then be expressed as: 26
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    EH σ w ε ′ − ε |σ w ε ′ − ε ≥ c dZ (c|ε )



(16)



where EH [σ w (ε ′ − ε ) |σ w (ε ′ − ε ) ≥ c] is the expected return to home matches, conditional on the return exceeding an amenity cost c. To derive the expected return to non-home matches, this is integrated over the distribution of realized amenity costs Z, as derived in (15). Since EH [σ w (ε ′ − ε ) |σ w (ε ′ − ε ) ≥ c] must exceed c, the expected return must exceed the expected amenity costs R∞



cdZ (c|ε ) associated with those matches. Intuitively, workers will only accept non-home offers if the associated rents exceed the cost of moving. 0



The lower bound is identified by the differential between the expected wage return to non-home and home job finding:



    σ w EN ε ′ − ε |ε − σ w EH ε ′ − ε |ε (17) Z σc      EH ε ′ − ε |ε ′ − ε ≥ c − EH ε ′ − ε |ε ′ − ε ≥ 0 dZ (c|ε ) = σw 0



Given my assumption that the match productivity distribution F w has a monotonically increasing hazard rate, the term in curly brackets in (17) must be less or equal to c for all costs c ≥ 0. See Appendix G for a proof. And consequently, if amenity costs are positive, the non-home/home differential in expected wage R returns will identify a lower bound on the expected realized costs, 0∞ cdZ (c|ε ). Intuitively, the amenity cost is not always binding: there are some local offers which would be sufficient to justify a non-home match. And so, the differential in rents should underestimate the magnitude of costs. This is effectively a compensating differentials argument, but accounting for the presence of rents: since the market is thin, workers cannot choose from the universe of jobs.



6.2 Implications for “amenity” migration Until now, I have restricted my analysis of migration to non-home job finding: this best represents the “job-motivated” moves which drive the skill mobility gap in Figure 2. In this context, amenity cost draws are always positive - since, by definition, workers prefer their home area to anywhere else. However, as Figure
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2 shows, many long-distance moves are motivated by broadly defined “amenity” (primarily family and housing) reasons, which are suggestive of negative costs. Indeed, Kennan and Walker (2011) emphasize the importance of negative costs in explaining many migration decisions. In the language of the model, workers in these cases are either returning to or perhaps changing their home area. Selection on costs offers a useful framework for analysing patterns in reported reasons for moving. As Proposition 4 shows, a low σ w will discourage migration with high associated costs. And this can help explain why the low skilled disproportionately report amenity reasons (Figure 2). Given that amenity reasons (with negative cost draws) account for a large fraction of low skilled moves, the lower bound result in Proposition 5 may not be robust for that demographic - since that result requires that all cost draws are positive.



6.3 Empirical evidence Building on Propositions 5 and 6, I next offer estimates of the wage returns to cross-state matching. I use the following empirical specification:25



∆ log wit = β0 + β1 NewJobit + β2 NewJobit ·Moveit + β3 Moveit + β4′ Xit +di +dt + εit (18) where Moveit is a dummy variable taking 1 if the individual moved state between t − 1 and t. Based on Proposition 5, a lower bound on the expected amenity cost of movers can be identified by the coefficient β2 + β3 : this gives the difference in wage returns to non-home and home area job finding. The upper bound can be identified by β1 + β2 + β3 : this is the overall wage return to a non-home match. Given the specification is in log wages, these bounds will relate to the expected costs as a fraction of workers’ initial wages. To study how the coefficients vary with education, I interact the variables of interest with education effects - though in practice, given the specification is more demanding here, I just use a single college graduate dummy (taking 1 for 25 This



analysis comparing movers and stayers builds on Lkhagvasuren (2014). Based on a comparison of wage levels of recent cross-state movers and stayers, he argues skilled workers face larger dispersion in a worker-location productivity match. But on studying wage changes in panel data, I show these effects are intimately related to skill differences in wage rents which exist independently of geography. I also show here how selection on low migration costs can explain the meager wage returns to long-distance migration among the low skilled.
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Table 6: Estimates of wage returns to cross-state job finding All ages (1) New job



0.024*** (0.003)



New job * grad New job * move



0.071*** (0.023)



New job * move * grad Move



0.008 (0.008)



Move * grad



Demographic controls Sample



Yes 776,969



No fixed effects All ages 25-34 35-44 (2) (3) (4)



45-64 (5)



All ages (6)



All ages (7)



Fixed effects 25-34 (8)



35-44 (9)



45-64 (10)



0.015*** (0.003) 0.034*** (0.007) -0.015 (0.025) 0.160*** (0.045) 0.007 (0.011) 0.003 (0.016)



0.021*** (0.005) 0.051*** (0.011) -0.035 (0.030) 0.195*** (0.061) 0.012 (0.017) 0.015 (0.024)



0.013** (0.005) 0.040*** (0.014) -0.003 (0.057) 0.141 (0.087) 0.025 (0.020) -0.051* (0.031)



0.010* (0.006) 0.009 (0.013) 0.006 (0.056) -0.003 (0.093) -0.020 (0.022) 0.038 (0.031)



0.025*** (0.004)



0.015*** (0.004) 0.038*** (0.009) -0.018 (0.031) 0.135*** (0.052) 0.012 (0.016) -0.004 (0.022)



0.024*** (0.006) 0.048*** (0.015) -0.025 (0.040) 0.168** (0.072) 0.014 (0.023) 0.016 (0.034)



0.012* (0.007) 0.050*** (0.018) -0.019 (0.065) 0.141 (0.100) 0.027 (0.027) -0.056 (0.040)



0.007 (0.007) 0.021 (0.017) 0.001 (0.074) -0.016 (0.117) -0.008 (0.036) 0.026 (0.045)



Yes 776,969



Yes 191,231



Yes 236,471



Yes 349,267



Yes 776,969



Yes 776,969



Yes 191,231



Yes 236,471



Yes 349,267



0.058** (0.026)



0.010 (0.011)



This table offers estimates of equation (18), based on four-month wave transitions in the SIPP panels beginning 1996, 2001, 2004 and 2008. I regress log wage changes (within individuals) on a new job dummy, a dummy for a cross-state move and an interaction between the two; and I also include interactions between all those variables and a college graduate dummy. I report specifications both without individual fixed effects (columns 1-5) and including them (6-10). Throughout, I control for a full set of wave effects and a detailed set of demographic characteristics: see notes under Table 3. The sample is the same as in Table 3, except it now includes both cross-state movers and stayers.



any individual with at least four years in college). I present estimates of (18) in Table 6. Again, column 1 reports the basic regression with no fixed effects. I estimate β1 as 0.02, β2 as 0.07 and β3 as 0.01 (though the latter is statistically insignificant). That is, the returns to cross-state job finding are 8 percent (β2 + β3 ) larger than local job finding. This implies the expected amenity costs of migrants are bounded below by 0.08 (β2 + β3 ) and above by 0.10 (β1 + β2 + β3 ), as a fraction of a worker’s initial wage. It turns out this entire effect is driven by college graduates, and largely by the young among them. In column 2, I interact the variables NewJobit , NewJobit · Moveit and Moveit with a graduate dummy. The coefficient on NewJobit · Moveit is now close to zero, which suggests the average differential between cross-state and local rents is negligible for the low skilled. The implied bounds for low skilled workers’ expected realized costs are insignificantly different from zero. In contrast, the interaction between NewJobit ·Moveit and the graduate dummy takes a coefficient of 0.16. The implied bounds for skilled workers’ expected realized costs, on summing up the basic and interaction coefficients, are 0.16 (= - 0.015 + 0.160 + 0.007 + 0.003) and 0.20 (= 0.015 + 0.034 - 0.015 + 0.160 + 0.007 + 0.003). The next three columns show this effect is largely driven by younger workers. These results are very similar when I control for individual fixed effects: see columns 6-10. 29



Based on Proposition 5, these large realized costs are indicative of large wage dispersion σ w or strong amenity preferences σ c . Thus, skilled workers are moving because of large rents and despite large costs. This casts heavy doubt on the hypothesis that skilled mobility is explained by low costs.



6.4 Comparing cost estimates to existing literature Several studies have estimated migration costs, typically as one-off costs paid at the point of moving. It is worth comparing my estimates with theirs, so I first convert my amenity cost estimates into one-off cost equivalents. My approach is to compute the annuity value of amenity costs over the lifetime of a new job, discounted at the sum of the separation rates to both unemployment δ and other jobs ρ (ε ): see equation (A8) in Appendix F.2.26 I take a value of 0.03 for the monthly separation rate to unemployment and 0.03 for the job-to-job transition rate (see Shimer, 2005b), yielding an overall discount rate of 0.06. Based on my estimates above, the low skilled typically move with negligible realized costs. More interesting is the case of college graduates. The estimated cost bounds are 0.16 and 0.20 (based on column 2 of Table 6), so take a midpoint of 0.18. Average monthly earnings for graduates in my SIPP sample are $4,450 (2015 prices). Taking 18 percent yields a monthly amenity cost of $800. Dividing $800 by the discount rate 0.06 yields an expected one-off moving cost (conditional on moving) of about $13,000. How does this compare with existing estimates? These do vary substantially partly because they identify different objects. Most studies do not allow for individual heterogeneity in costs, which rules out the selection effects described above. Bayer and Juessen (2012) estimate a cross-state migration cost of $34,000, using a dynamic structural model. Lkhagvasuren (2014) calibrates a Roy model and estimates a migration cost of $28,000 to $54,000 for moving between census divisions. And Davies, Greenwood and Li (2001) estimate cross-state migration costs of around $200,000 in a conditional logit framework. In contrast, Kennan and Walker (2011) allow for large individual heterogeneity in costs. They estimate a large (unconditional) average cost of $312,000, though the cost for actual cross-state movers is typically negative: this is because most moves are motivated by idiosyncratic amenity payoffs, which they factor 26 In



principle, one should also include the interest rate, but it is negligible in comparison.
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into the cost. Importantly, their sample is restricted to high school graduates, who are more likely to move for amenity reasons: see Figure 2. Indeed, my estimates in Table 6 point to negligible realized costs for the low skilled.



7 Subjective evidence on amenity costs 7.1 Imputing amenity costs To corroborate the findings above, I now estimate amenity costs more directly using subjective responses to the PSID. This method yields estimates of unconditional costs, in contrast to the realized costs imputed from the SIPP in Table 6 above. Reassuringly, the PSID and SIPP estimates are consistent with one another in magnitude. And crucially, I show there is little variation in the subjective PSID cost estimates by education. My analysis exploits a unique set of questions on willingness to move for work. In 1969-72 and 1979-80, employed respondents to the PSID were asked: “Would you be willing to move to another community if you could earn more money there?” And in 1969-72, those who answered affirmatively were also asked: “How much would a job have to pay for you to be willing to move?”27 Though this is not contemporary data, mobility differentials between education groups are very similar to today. Certainly, cross-state mobility has declined since the 1980s (Molloy, Smith and Wozniak, 2011), but this effect was fairly uniform across education groups (see Appendix A.2). Also, just as in Figure 2, the mobility gap in my 1970s PSID sample is entirely driven by individuals who report moving for job reasons (Appendix B.5). In order to interpret the PSID questions, it helps to set out a simple selection model. Suppose an employed worker is offered a job in another locality. Let wR (wi , ci ) = wi + ci



(19)



be the minimum wage required to tempt a worker i to move, where wi is the worker’s current wage and ci is the amenity cost. Workers only report being “willing to move” - and disclose their reservation moving wage - if: 27 Similar



questions were also asked of the unemployed. But, since I do not know their reservation wage for a local job, it is difficult to impute amenity costs. In any case, I report some results for the unemployed in the footnotes that follow.
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wR (wi , ci ) ≤ wCO i



(20)



where wCO is a cut-off value. Clearly, there is an element of subjectivity in the i 28 But, one might assume wCO approximates the best wage definition of wCO i . i that can be “realistically” attained, so workers with wR (wi , ci ) > wCO expect i



only a remote likelihood of moving. For those who satisfy (20) and disclose their reservation, amenity costs ci can then be imputed as wR (wi , ci ) − wi .



7.2 Estimates of amenity costs The questions of interest are only answered by household heads in the PSID, so I restrict my sample to them. They are always male, unless there is no husband (or cohabiting partner) present or the husband is too ill to respond to the survey. In the first panel of Figure 4, I plot the share of employed heads who are “willing to move” for work. 46 percent of employed workers respond affirmatively.29 But remarkably, this does not vary systematically with education. As an aside, notice that older workers do report being less willing to move, and this may help explain part of the age differentials in mobility - together with the differences in job rents estimated in Table 3. Of course, these subjective responses are only useful if the low skilled do not systematically overstate (in relative terms) their willingness to move. And it turns out they are entirely realistic about their meager migration prospects. The PSID asks: “Do you think you might move in the next couple of years?” and “Why might you move?” Based on this data, the second panel of Figure 4 plots the share of respondents who claim they might move for work. The results here clearly reflect the familiar age/education mobility patterns from Figures 1 and 2 above.30 The contrast with the first panel is striking: the fact that low skilled 28 Of course, if respondents were offered a million dollar salary, the vast majority would move. 29 Between



1970 and 1980, the PSID also asked unemployed individuals: “Would you be willing to move to another community if you could get a good job there?” 67 percent answer affirmatively: intuitively, the unemployed are more willing to bear the cost of migrating because their outside option is worse (which also reflects the evidence in Table 2). As with the employed, the fraction answering yes varies little with education. 30 23.3 percent of college graduates who claimed they “might” move residence for job reasons actually did so (citing those same reasons) in the subsequent year, and the number is very similar (21.7) for non-graduates. This suggests that there is little systematic difference by education in the accuracy of these subjective expectations.
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Figure 4: Share who “would move” and “might move” for better job The first panel reports the share of employed household heads who report being willing to move for work. This is based on responses to “Would you be willing to move to another community if you could earn more money there?” The second panel reports the share of employed heads who both (i) answer affirmatively to the question “Do you think you might move in the next couple of years?” and (ii) report job-related reasons in answer to the question “Why might you move?” Household heads in the PSID are always male, unless there is no husband (or cohabiting partner) present or the husband is too ill to respond to the survey. The sample is restricted to employed heads in the years 1969-72 and 1979-80, when both questions were asked. The full sample consists of 18,893 observations.



workers expect low mobility is apparently unrelated to their “willingness” to move. This strongly suggests there is some factor other than costs at play. Now, the first panel of Figure 4 tells us nothing about the amenity costs of those individuals who are “willing to move”. In these cases, based on (19), amenity costs ci can be imputed as wR (wi , ci ) − wi . The distribution of these imputed costs will of course be truncated - since wR (wi , ci ) exceeds the cutoff wCO i for many individuals. But critically, as Figure 4 shows, the fraction of observations which are truncated varies little with skill: about 0.5 in each education group. That is, migration is a very unrealistic proposition for half the individuals in each group - so selection should not be a concern in comparisons by education. And an analysis of the imputed amenity costs will then be informative about the remainder of the population, the more “marginal” residents. In Table 7, I report sample means of imputed amenity costs, wR (wi , ci ) − wi , in hourly wage terms for employed heads aged 25 to 64 - conditional on expressing willingness to move. I offer estimates of both dollar and log wage differentials: the latter yields a proportionate estimate of the amenity cost, relative to the worker’s wage. I proxy wi with the average hourly wage earned over the previous year. I exclude observations with log differentials below the 1st or above the 99th percentile of the distribution. The variation among the remain33



Table 7: Imputed amenity costs conditional on “willingness to move”



All HS dropout HS graduate Some college Coll graduate



10.20 (10.40) 12.83 (11.19) 12.69 (12.83) 10.97 (13.68)



Dollar gap ($ 2015) 25-34 35-44 45-64 9.97 (9.56) 12.97 (11.03) 13.04 (12.86) 12.32 (12.28)



10.40 (11.56) 12.35 (11.30) 10.82 (13.82) 12.27 (13.50)



All



10.20 (10.01) 13.12 (11.34) 13.89 (11.67) 7.28 (15.11)



0.45 (0.40) 0.44 (0.36) 0.41 (0.35) 0.31 (0.36)



Log gap 25-34 35-44



45-64



0.45 (0.38) 0.46 (0.37) 0.45 (0.37) 0.36 (0.36)



0.47 (0.43) 0.42 (0.37) 0.41 (0.34) 0.22 (0.33)



0.43 (0.38) 0.40 (0.35) 0.35 (0.33) 0.32 (0.36)



Observations



2,145 1,311 610 559



This table reports mean imputed amenity costs (in hourly wage terms) by education and age for employed workers, conditional on expressing willingness to move, with standard deviations in parentheses. I present two alternative estimates of the imputed cost. The "dollar gap" is equal to wR (wi , ci ) − wi , where wR (wi , ci ) is the minimum hourly wage required to tempt a worker i to take a job in another area, and wi is the worker’s average hourly wage in the previous 12 months (with wages expressed in 2015 dollars). The "log gap" is the log difference between the reservation and current wage: log wR (wi , ci ) − log wi . I pool individuals with undergraduate and postgraduate qualifications because of small samples. The sample consists of employed heads aged 25-64 in the PSID waves of 1969-72. Household heads in the PSID are always male, unless there is no husband (or cohabiting partner) present or the husband is too ill to respond to the survey. I exclude observations with a "log gap" below the 1st or above the 99th percentile of the distribution. The specific question eliciting the reservation wage is: "How much would a job have to pay for you to be willing to move?"



ing observations is substantial, reflecting Kennan and Walker’s (2011) finding of considerable heterogeneity in migration costs. Reassuringly, Appendix E shows these imputed costs do have significant predictive power for future migration decisions - which suggests they are informative about true costs. The average dollar cost is $11.60 in hourly wage terms (2015 prices).31 This varies little with education and age. An outlier is the unusually low cost for college graduates aged 45-64 ($7.28), markedly less than younger graduates; though as Figure 1 shows, older workers contribute little to the overall skill mobility gap. Given that the dollar costs are similar, the log gap is unsurprisingly decreasing (moderately) in education: the average log gap is 0.45 for dropouts and 0.31 for college graduates. But, it seems implausible to claim that a cost difference of 14 log points (among the 46 percent of individuals who express willingness to move) can account for the steep mobility gradients displayed in Figure 1. 31



The PSID also asks unemployed individuals for the minimum wage offer they would require to move. Using this information, it is possible to estimate wR (wi , ci ) − wi for the unemployed also (again, with wi representing the average hourly wage earned over the previous year), though this conflates the amenity cost with the value of employment (relative to unemployment): the average dollar differential is just $4.59 for the unemployed.
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Reassuringly, the magnitude of the log differentials in Table 7 is consistent with the amenity costs implied by the estimated wage rents above. Using the SIPP data, for college graduate movers (who are mostly moving for job reasons; see Figure 2), I estimated average realized amenity costs of between 0.16 and 0.20 of a job’s discounted future wage flows - conditional on moving. This compares to a 0.31 log gap for college graduates in my PSID sample who express a willingness to move for job reasons. The PSID estimate is somewhat larger, and this should be expected - given the PSID offers estimates of ex ante unconditional costs; whereas the SIPP estimates are conditional on moving, so should be selected from the bottom of the costs distribution.



8 Conclusion Skilled workers are more mobile because they benefit from substantial wage rents as they climb the jobs ladder, irrespective of geography. This is particularly so for younger workers who are just beginning their careers. While these rents are unimportant for local job flows, they play a critical role in driving longdistance mobility - given these moves are costly. While large offer dispersion makes skilled markets thinner, the associated rents make them geographically broader. As I note above, these migratory flows are not merely of academic interest: they play a crucial role in the adjustment of local population to economic shocks - in light of the evidence (Coen-Pirani, 2010; Monras, 2015a) that adjustment is largely driven by variation in inflows rather than outflows. The job rents explanation is attractive firstly because it is theoretically intuitive: skilled work is necessarily more specialized, which yields large offer dispersion and wage rents. And second, it has strong empirical foundations: these wage rents are easily observed in the data. Crucially, the estimated skill differentials in local wage rents (i.e. independent of geography) are sufficiently large to explain observed differentials in geographical mobility. Importantly, this hypothesis makes no claims on geographical differentials in utility. Though the literature has often emphasized the importance of the worker-location match in explaining skilled mobility, the evidence is not supportive. In particular, I show the mobility gap is not driven by large net flows to particular states, even within detailed occupation groups. Of course, this is not to say that there are no important complementarities between skills and lo35



cations. But, to the extent that these differentials are arbitraged away through migration (following Roback, 1982), they are more likely to be manifested in the equilibrium distribution of population stocks than migratory flows. Another popular view is that skilled mobility is driven principally by low migration costs. But this claim is undermined by evidence that wage rents are much larger for skilled workers in cross-state job matches. Using a compensating differentials argument, this suggests skilled workers typically select into migration because of large wage rents and despite steep migration costs. In contrast, among the low skilled, wage rents are similarly small in both local and cross-state matches: they typically move because of a low cost draw and despite meager rents. I corroborate these findings with new subjective measures of (unconditional) migration costs from the PSID, which vary little with skill. In this study, I have explored the link between the offer distribution and geographical mobility, taking the offer distribution as given. But further research into the role of firm behavior and wage-setting would be valuable, particularly in the context of a multi-location environment. This would also facilitate a discussion of whether the rate of migration is efficient, i.e. whether all long-distance job matches which yield positive surplus are consummated. This will depend on the extent to which firms are willing to share the moving costs of workers. Finally, the model has broader applications beyond skill differentials in mobility. Fundamentally, it describes a jobs ladder in two dimensions: productivity and amenities (or the non-productive attributes of jobs). While I have focused here on residential amenities and choices, there are also implications for decisions over workplace amenities or commuting distances.
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Appendices: For online publication A Supplementary estimates of basic mobility gap A.1



Sample description



I study skill differentials in mobility in the Current Population Survey (CPS), using the IPUMS database Flood et al. (2015). All estimates from the CPS are based on the March waves, which include the Annual Social and Economic Supplement (ASEC). The ASEC reports whether respondents lived in a different state 12 months previously. Since 1999, individuals have also given their primary reason for moving. I restrict the sample to individuals aged 25 to 64 who lived in the US one year previously. Focusing on the over-25s helps ensure my results are not conflated by individuals leaving college. Also, Kaplan and Schulhofer-Wohl (2012a) show there are inconsistencies in the CPS’s procedure for imputing migration status in cases of non-response: the imputed data artificially inflate the crossstate migration rate between 1999 and 2005. As it happens, the non-response rate for migration status varies little by education: 13 percent of college graduates and 14 percent of non-graduates are affected. I choose to drop all these observations.



A.2



Historical changes in mobility gap



The CPS analysis in the main text is restricted to the period 1999-2015, when I have information on reasons for moving. But the skill mobility gap goes back many decades. In Figure A1, I plot annual cross-state migration rates using the March waves of the CPS from 1963 to 2015.32 [Figure A1 here] As is well known, migration rates have declined overall for all skill groups: see e.g. Molloy, Smith and Wozniak (2011). Kaplan and Schulhofer-Wohl 32 I



omit 1995 because the relevant migration question was not asked that year.
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(2012b) argue this was driven by the declining geographical specificity of occupational returns, coupled with improvements in communications technology. Molloy, Smith and Wozniak (2017) explain it by a declining rate of labor market transitions. In any case, the key point from the perspective of this paper is the persistence of the skill mobility gap, as measured by the ratio of graduate to non-graduate mobility. This ratio did decline in the 1960s and 1970s from about 2.2 to 1.7, but it has changed little since then. Having said that, care must be taken in interpreting these trends, because the period experienced a large expansion of higher education - so there may have been important changes in the composition of these education groups.



A.3



Mobility gap by single-year age



In Figure A2, I report estimates of the annual cross-state migration rate by education and single-year age group, based on the 1999-2015 sample. Consistent with Figure 1 in the main text, the skill mobility gap is largely driven by the under-35s. And this figure makes clear that mobility differentials are also decreasing in age within this group. Among individuals aged 25, the migration rate of college graduates is 7.4 percent compared to 3.3 percent for non-graduates; and these numbers decline (and converge) to 3.4 and 1.9 percent respectively for those aged 34. [Figure A2 here]



B Supplementary estimates on reasons for moving B.1 Breakdown of migration by reported reasons for moving This Appendix presents supplementary estimates of migration rates by reported reason for moving, largely based on the 1999-2015 CPS sample described in Section A.1. First, I present a detailed disaggregation of cross-county and crossstate migration in the CPS by reported reason. Second, I test the robustness of the results in Figure 2 (on the skill gradients in job and amenity-motivated 42



migration) to individual demographic controls. Third, I disaggregate the skill gradients in job and amenity-motivated migration into finer reason categories. Fourth, I consider the robustness of the main results to sample definitions. And finally, I report job and amenity-motivated migration rates in my 1970s PSID sample (which I use to estimates subjective migration costs in Section 7). [Table A1 here] Table A1 disaggregates migration rates by primary reason for moving, separately for cross-state and cross-county (within state) moves. The first column gives the percentage of the full sample who changed state for each recorded reason, and the second column reports the percentage of cross-state migrants who moved for each recorded reason. The final two columns repeat this exercise for cross-county moves within states. The bottom row shows that, each year, about 2 percent of the sample move across states and another 2 percent switch county within states. About half of cross-state moves are job-motivated, compared with a third of within-state moves. Job-motivated moves are almost always driven by the needs of a specific job. Usually, this is due to a job change or transfer; and among within-state moves, commuting reasons also feature prominently. The commuting motivation can easily be interpreted in the context of a cross-state match: after accepting a distant job (with a long associated commute), the worker eventually changes residence. In contrast, it is rare to move to look for work without a job lined up. This sort of speculative job search accounts for just 6 percent of cross-state and 3 percent of within-state moves. This is unsurprising: moving without a job in hand is a costly and risky strategy. In terms of amenity-motivated migration, family and housing motivations account for most moves.



B.2 Robustness of Figure 2 to individual controls Next, I show the skill gradients in job and amenity-motivated migration in Figure 2 are robust to individual demographic controls, within each age group. To this end, I estimate complementary log-log models for the annual incidence of cross-state migration. 43



Let MigRate (Xi ) denote the instantaneous migration rate conditional on individual characteristics Xi . The probability of moving before time t is then: Pr (Migτi = 1,t < τ ) = 1 − exp (−MigRate (Xi ) τ )



(A1)



This motivates the complementary log-log model:   Pr (Migτi = 1,t < τ ) = 1 − exp − exp β ′ Xi τ



(A2)



where the β parameters can be interpreted as the elasticities of the instantaneous migration rate MigRate (Xi ) with respect to the components of Xi . An attractive feature of the complementary log-log model is that this interpretation is independent of the time horizon τ associated with the migration variable (assuming a constant hazard), and I effectively normalize τ to one year (to correspond with the CPS migration question). In all specifications, Xi includes a set of education effects. I report specifications both with and without a detailed range of demographic controls: specifically age, age squared, black and Hispanic race dummies, immigrant status, marital status, indicators for number of own children (1, 2, 3+), and a gender indicator which is also interacted with all previously mentioned variables. The β estimates for the education effects are presented in Table A2. The reported coefficients give the log point effect of a particular level of education, relative to high-school dropout (the omitted category), on the instantaneous migration rate (for the specified motivation). [Table A2 here] With regards to job-motivated migration (columns 1-3), there are positive and strongly significant education effects within each age group. The coefficients change little after including the demographic controls. Among those aged 25-34, a postgraduate education adds 170 log points to the migration rate (controlling for individual characteristics), relative to high school dropouts. This effect comes to 123 log points among the 35-44s, and 118 among the 45-64s. Columns 4-6 report the effects on amenity-motivated migration. As in Figure 2, the education effects are increasing for the 25-34s without demographic
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controls (though much more slowly than in columns 1-3) and somewhat decreasing for the 35-44s. It turns out the positive slope for the under-35s is entirely explained by individuals moving to attend or leave college. This is clear from columns 7-9, where the dependent variable now takes 1 for any amenity move which is not motivated (according to the survey responses) by attending or leaving college. The demographic controls makes little difference to all these results.



B.3 More detailed disaggregation of skill gradient In Table A3, I offer a finer disaggregation of the skill mobility gradient by reason for moving. Again, I estimate complementary log-log models for migration by reported reason, of the form of equation (A4), on education effects and a range of demographic controls. In each row of the table, I report education slopes for the individual motivations. The first four columns report estimates for the incidence of cross-state moves, and the final four columns for within-state crosscounty moves. I pool all age groups together in each specification. [Table A3 here] The first row reports effects for all motivations combined. Interestingly, the positive education gradient is only present for cross-state moves and not withinstate. Mechanically, this is for two reasons. First, the (positive) education slope of job-motivated migration is much steeper for cross-state than withinstate moves (see the second row). This result is consistent with the model, to the extent that cross-state migration is more costly - in which case skill differences in job rents matter more (see Proposition 2). Second, there is a strong negative slope in amenity-motivated migration for within-state moves. Among job-related moves, the positive skill gradient is driven by motivations relating to a specific job - whether moving for a new job or commuting reasons. The new job motivation has a stronger skill gradient for cross-state moves, and the commuting motivation is stronger within-state. In contrast, better educated workers are significantly less likely to move speculatively - to look for work. A postgraduate education reduces the speculative migration rate by 50 log points across states, relative to dropouts, and by 105 points within states. 45



The negative skill slope in cross-county amenity migration is driven by a broad range of motivations: “other family reasons”, cheaper housing, “other housing reasons”, better neighborhood, climate, health and retirement, and “other reasons”. Of course, it is possible that lower skilled workers are simply subject to more family, housing and environmental shocks. For example, they tend to be more credit constrained, so housing costs may be a more important contributor to migration decisions. Or they may suffer more from family instability (see e.g. McLanahan, 1985). But, meager job rents offer an alternative hypothesis. If job rents are smaller, a given amenity shock (which increases the value of moving away) is more likely to break a worker’s current job match. That is, workers value their jobs less - so they are happier to give them up to move elsewhere. There are just two amenity motivations with significant positive skill slopes: the desire to purchase a home and attending or leaving college.



B.4 Robustness of Figure 2 to top earner restriction Importantly, the CPS question on reasons for moving is addressed to individuals within households. But of course, migration decisions are made in the context of the household. This ambiguity may yield some problems for interpretation: for example, household dependents may choose to simply report the reasons of the breadwinners. This is certainly true among children (though I exclude under-25s from my sample): in households with at least one adult moving for job-related reasons, 77 percent of under-16s also report moving for job reasons. To address this concern, I reprocess the numbers in Figure 2 in the main text, but this time restricting the sample to those individuals with the greatest annual earnings in each household. In households with joint top-earners, I divide the person weights by the number of top-earners. This restriction excludes 40 percent of the original sample. But as Table A4 shows, it makes little difference to the estimated migration rates across education groups, either for job or amenity-motivated mobility. [Table A4 here]
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B.5 Job and amenity-motivated migration in 1970s Figure A3 reports rates of (self-reported) job-motivated and amenity-motivated (i.e. non-job) migration by age and education - but this time, based on household heads33 between 1969 and 1980 in the PSID. This corresponds with the sample I use to estimate subjective migration costs in Section 7. For 18 percent of cross-state moves, the PSID reports the reason to be “ambiguous” or “mixed” or simply unknown. I allocate these cases to the job and amenity-motivated categories within age-education cells, according to the proportions in the nonambiguous data. Migration rates are larger than in Figure 2 in the main text, reflecting the secular decline in mobility since the 1980s (see Appendix A.2). However, the basic result is unchanged: just as in the 1999-2015 CPS sample, the skill mobility gap is almost entirely driven by job-motivated migration. [Figure A3 here]



C Contribution of returning students In this section, I check whether returning students may be contributing to the skill mobility gap. Throughout my analysis of reasons for moving in the CPS, I have excluded those individuals aged under 25. And in Table A2, I also exclude those who explicitly report moving either to attend or leave college. But, even if this is not the primary stated motivation, it may be an underlying factor for those who report job-related reasons - at least for the youngest age group in the analysis above: those aged 25-34. Indeed, Kennan and Walker (2011) emphasizes that a large fraction of long-distance moves in the US involve people returning to former locations; and Kennan (2015) considers in particular how individuals return home to begin work after studying in another state. The contribution of this return migration can be assessed in the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID). In this exercise, I restrict attention to heads34 aged 33 Household



heads in the PSID are always male, unless there is no husband (or cohabiting partner) present or the husband is too ill to respond to the survey. 34 Household heads in the PSID are always male, unless there is no husband (or cohabiting partner) present or the husband is too ill to respond to the survey.
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25-34 in the annual PSID waves between 1990 and 1997. I exclude PSID waves after 1997 because these are biennial: in those years, it is not possible to keep track of return migration at annual frequencies. The first row of Table A5 reports the fraction of heads in each age group who were recently students (either in the current or previous annual wave). Since I exclude under-25s from my sample, the numbers are small and lie below 4 percent in each education group. [Table A5 here] The remaining rows report annual cross-state migration rates by education. The second row of the table gives the migration rates for the full sample, illustrating the familiar positive skill gradient. I exclude recent students in the third row, but this makes little difference since they comprise such a small fraction of the sample. However, excluding recent students does not address the concerns entirely, because ex-students may yet return to their home state several years after completing their education. In the final two rows, I disaggregate the cross-state migration rate into return and non-return moves. Return moves include all moves to (i) states where the individual has resided previously in the panel or (ii) the state where the individual reports having grown up. The skill gradient is clearly positive for both return and non-return rates, and the gradient is not steeper for the former. Thus, returning students (and return migration in general) cannot account for the mobility gap.



D Net flows by age and individual occupation In this Appendix, I break down net migration rates by age group and individual occupation. First, in Table A6, I replicate the results in Table 1 in the main text - but this time separately for individuals aged 25-34 and 35-64. I use the IPUMS American Community Survey data between 2000 and 2009, organized by Ruggles et al. (2010): see Section 3 for further details. For the under-35s at least, there is a discernible effect of education on net migration rates (especially for the within-occupation estimates). But this is only substantial for those with postgraduate degrees; and for all age groups and occupation schemes, the ratio of net to gross migration is still strongly decreasing in education. I conclude 48



from this that the skill mobility gap is not driven by large net flows to particular states, even within detailed occupation categories and within distinct age groups. [Table A6 here] Table A6 (and Table 1 in the main text) offer averaged within-occupation migration rates by education. But it is also useful to study migration rates within individual occupation groups. Occupations are themselves a useful proxy for skill, and offer much greater variation than the five (education) data points I use above. It is worth emphasizing again (as I do in Section 3) that occupations are recorded at the time of survey, immediately after the period in which migration occurs. This is arguably the appropriate time to measure occupation for this particular exercise - since an individual’s ex post occupation is a good indicator of the job market in which they were searching. [Figure A4 here] In Figure A4, I plot annual gross (O markers) and net (X markers) migration rates within each occupation group against that occupation’s skill percentile, where skill is identified with an occupation’s college graduate share. I use the same occupation sample as in Tables 1 and A6 (based on the 2000 census scheme), but I exclude individuals in the armed forces: they are unusually mobile, with a cross-state migration rate of 19 percent, compared to 2 percent for other workers. I report estimates separately for 2-digit (left column) and 3-digit (right) occupations, and separately for individuals aged 25-64 (i.e. full sample, top row), 25-34 (middle) and 35-64 (bottom). The size of each marker is proportional to the occupation’s employment sample. In each case, the skill gradient in net migration is remarkably flat (even within 3-digit occupations), despite a steep gradient (especially among the under35s) in gross migration rates.35 This strongly reinforces my message in Section 3 in the main text. 35 In



terms of gross migration rates, there is one sizable outlier - with a skill percentile of around 0.9 but an unusually low migration rate. These are school teachers, who are constrained in their mobility by state licensing laws (see Kleiner, 2000).
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E Predictive power of imputed amenity costs Given that my amenity cost estimates in Section 7 are based on the subjective judgments of respondents, there may be doubts over their accuracy. But reassuringly, the cost measures do have significant predictive power for future migration decisions. Let ρN (ε |ci , σiw , Xi ) denote the instantaneous migration probability for some individual i with initial match quality ε , conditional on a subjective amenity cost ci , the dispersion σiw of wage offers, and a vector Xi of demographic characteristics. The probability of moving before time t is then: Pr (Migτi = 1,t < τ ) = 1 − exp (−ρN (ε |ci , σiw , Xi ) τ )



(A3)



and as in Appendix B.2 above, this motivates a complementary log-log model:



  Pr (Migτi = 1,t < τ ) = 1 − exp − exp βc ci + βw wi + βX′ Xi τ



(A4)



where, using equation (3) in the main text, I have expressed match quality ε as a function of the initial wage wi and human capital indicators Xi . The advantage of this specification is that the β parameters can be interpreted as the elasticities of the instantaneous migration rate with respect to its determinants. Importantly, this interpretation is independent of the time horizon τ associated with the migration variable (assuming a constant hazard), and I effectively normalize τ to one year (to correspond with the PSID data interval).36 The principal challenge to identification is that the offer dispersion σiw facing the individual is unobserved - and may be correlated with the amenity cost ci and current wage wi . Unfortunately, I do not have convincing instruments, and there is insufficient power to control for individual fixed effects. So instead, I rely on the vector Xi to control for the offer distribution. I include in Xi a set of demographic characteristics37 , 8 occupation and 12 industry fixed effects relating to the individual’s initial job, and also a set of year effects. 36 The average marginal effects (not reported here) are very similar to those from probit and logit estimates. 37 Specifically: age and age squared; four education indicators (high school graduate, some college, undergraduate and postgraduate), each interacted with a quadratic in age; and gender, black and Hispanic dummies.
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[Table A7 here] I report my estimates in Table A7. I restrict my sample to the years 1970-3, which cover those employed individuals who reported reservation wages (for moving) in the previous wave. The first two columns report the elasticity of cross-state migration (in the previous 12 months) to the binary indicator for “willingness to move” (lagged one year). Willingness to move adds 126 log points to the cross-state migration rate, and an interaction with a college graduate dummy reveals no significant difference in the response by education. In the final four columns, I restrict the sample to those who are “willing to move” and estimate elasticities with respect to imputed amenity costs. In columns 3 and 4, I study the response to dollar imputed costs and dollar wages; and in columns 5 and 6, I study log imputed costs and log wages. See Section 7 in the main text for a description of these cost measures. Column 3 shows that a $10 reduction in the dollar imputed cost (2015 prices) adds 2.1 log points to the migration rate; and a $10 reduction in the initial wage adds 3.0 points. And in column 5, the elasticities of the migration rate to the log imputed cost and initial wage are -0.85 and -0.97 respectively. In columns 4 and 6, I allow for skill heterogeneity in the elasticities, but the interaction coefficients (though large in magnitude38) are estimated with substantial error. This is perhaps unsurprising, given the number of observations: there are 133 cross-state movers in the sample for the final four columns, of whom just 39 are college graduates. In any case, the key point to take from this table is that the subjective costs do have predictive power - which suggests they are informative about the true costs of moving. And this reinforces the validity of the claim in Section 7 that migration costs vary little with education. 38 In



principle, a positive interaction (i.e. a smaller elasticity) for college graduates is consistent with the predictions of the model. For a worker earning wi with amenity cost ci , the i . And the elasticity with respect to non-home job finding rate can be expressed as ρN wσi +c w wi or ci is



f w (ε ) 1 σ w 1−F w (ε )



- which is decreasing in the offer dispersion σ w for given match quality



i ε = wσi +c w . Intuitively, if job rents are larger, a given change in amenity costs or wages should matter less for migration decisions on the margin.
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F Supplementary theory and extensions F.1 Worker value In the model in the paper, since job transitions are costless, workers simply accept any offer which improves their flow of aggregate match quality ε . As a result, there is no need to set out workers’ asset values when deriving the job finding rates at given ε . For completeness, I set out the value function here. Given an aggregate match quality of ε and human capital X , a worker’s value can be expressed as:



rV (ε , X ) = γ ′ X + σ w ε + δ [V (εR , X ) −V (ε , X )]



(A5)



Z ∞



[V (ε w , X ) −V (ε , X )] dF w ε      Z ∞ Z ∞ σc c w w V ε − w ε , X −V (ε , X ) dF dF c + (1 − π ) µ c σ ε + σσw ε c 0



+π µ



where r is the interest rate. The first term, γ ′ X + σ w ε , is the flow utility. The second term accounts for the possibility of job separation, which randomly occurs at rate δ . Notice the unemployment value is equal to V (εR , X ), where εR is the reservation match quality defined in (5), so V (εR , X ) −V (ε , X ) is the associated asset loss. The final two terms describe the value of home area search (beginning π ) and non-home search (beginning 1 − π ). Workers accept any home area offer yielding ε w (distributed F w ) exceeding ε , where ε is the initial match qualc



ity. For non-home offers, the reservation draw of ε w is equal to ε + σσw ε c , where ε is the initial match quality and ε c ∼ F c is the amenity draw.



F.2 One-off moving costs In the model in the paper, I characterize the cost of migration entirely in terms of amenity penalties. An alternative approach is to use one-off moving costs, and I show here how these might be modelled. This does not affect the basic intuition of the main results, though it does offer some additional insights. Trivially, return migration is no longer attractive in this framework. Also, the effective cost of moving is now mediated by the rates of job finding and separation. Given that workers must now consider all future flows of utility when choos52



ing whether to pay a one-off cost, it is necessary to set out the relevant value function. This can be compared with (A5), which describes a worker facing amenity (rather than one-off moving) costs. Suppose that on drawing a non-home job offer, workers also draw a cost of moving m ≥ 0 from some distribution M. This moving cost is payable on acceptance of a job offer. I now assume there are no amenity costs, so aggregate match quality ε collapses to the productivity match ε w . Conditional on human capital X , the value of being employed at match quality ε is now: rV (ε ) = γ ′ X + σ w ε + δ [V (εR ) −V (ε )]



(A6)



Z ∞



[V (ε w ) −V (ε )] dF w ε  Z ∞ Z ∞ w w max {V (ε ) −V (ε ) − m, 0} dF dM + (1 − π ) µ +π µ



0



ε



Workers currently on match quality ε accept a non-home offer ε w if V (ε w ) − V (ε ) ≥ m. Or equivalently, using (A6), the offer is accepted if: Z εw ε



′



V (x) dx =



Z εw ε



σw dx ≥ m r + δ + ρ (x)



(A7)



where ρ (ε ) is the total job finding rate (sum of home and non-home) at match quality ε . Taking a first order approximation around the initial match quality ε , this can be simplified to:



σ w (ε w − ε ) ' [r + δ + ρ (ε )] m



(A8)



So workers accept a non-home offer if the utility gain exceeds the amortized value of the migration cost, where the one-off cost m is scaled by the interest rate r, separation rate δ and job finding rate ρ (ε ). Intuitively, workers are less likely to accept a non-home offer (at cost m) if the new job is unlikely to last long (large δ ) or they are likely to find a local job soon (large ρ (ε )).



F.3 Distribution of match quality In this section, following the method of Burdett and Mortensen (1998), I derive the equilibrium distribution of match quality ε among workers. Notice first the job finding rate is ρ (εR ) for the unemployed, so the steady-state unemployment 53



rate is: u=



δ δ + ρ ( εR )



(A9)



Now, consider the set of employed workers receiving match quality below ε . The inflow of workers to this set must equal the outflow in equilibrium: u [ρ (εR ) − ρ (ε )] = (1 − u) G (ε ) [δ + ρ (ε )]



(A10)



where G (ε ) is the distribution of ε among employed workers. The inflow is composed entirely of the unemployed, who enter jobs yielding match quality below ε at rate [ρ (εR ) − ρ (ε )]. The outflow is composed of employed workers on match quality below ε who (i) are separated to unemployment (at rate δ ) and (ii) find jobs yielding utility exceeding ε . Substituting (A9) for u gives: G (ε ) =



δ ρ ( εR ) − ρ ( ε ) · δ + ρ (ε ) ρ ( εR )



(A11)



This equation demonstrates the importance of “thin” markets for my hypothesis. Given the specification of ρ (ε ) in (7) in the main text, G (ε ) converges (at all ε ) to zero as the offer rate µ becomes large relative to the separation rate δ . Thus, in a world without search frictions, all workers will benefit from the maximum match quality - and there will be no wage rents to justify geographical mobility. Of course, the distribution G (ε ) accounts for employed workers only. Notice that the unemployed behave identically to workers with match quality εR . And in this vein, it is useful to define a distribution function Gˆ (ε ): the fraction of all workers (irrespective of employment status) who receive effective match quality below ε . Specifically:  0 Gˆ (ε ) = u + (1 − u) G (ε ) =



if ε < εR δ δ +ρ (ε )



(A12)



if ε ≥ εR



with probability density given by:



gˆ (ε ) =



  0   



if ε < εR δ



δ +ρ (εR )    − δ ρ ′ (ε ) 2 [δ +ρ (ε )]



if ε = εR



(A13)



if ε > εR



where the unemployed are treated as receiving εR . This is effectively a left54



censored distribution, with a discrete probability mass (corresponding to the unemployed) at the censored value of εR .



F.4 Determinants of mean job finding rate Based on the equilibrium distribution Gˆ of effective match quality derived above, I now consider the determinants of the mean job finding rate (or flow of new jobs) across all workers, both employed and unemployed. This is an elaboration of the discussion in Section 4.5. The mean finding rate can be expressed as: E [ρX (ε )] =



Z ∞ εR



ρX (ε ) d Gˆ (ε )



(A14)



for X = {H, N}. Consider first the mean home area rate E [ρH (ε )]. Based on (7), (A12) and (A14), it can be fully summarized by the home share of offers π , the offer rate µ , the separation rate δ , and the the reservation match quality



εR . Evidently, E [ρH (ε )] is increasing in both π and µ . It is also increasing in δ : this is because Gˆ (ε ) is larger for all ε , and ρH (ε ) is decreasing in ε (see Proposition 3). Intuitively, workers have less time to rise up the ladder before they fall to the bottom (through a separation), so more offers will be acceptable to them. Finally, E [ρH (ε )] is decreasing in εR . As I note above, εR can be interpreted as the censoring value of a left-censored distribution. Therefore, a larger reservation εR causes Gˆ (ε ) to decline for given ε in the neighborhood of εR . Intuitively, if workers are more demanding, they will be located at higher ε in equilibrium. And given ρH (ε ) is decreasing in ε , fewer offers will be acceptable to them. Based on (8), the mean non-home finding rate E [ρN (ε )] w additionally depends (positively) on the ratio σσ c of wage offer to amenity cost dispersion. In practice, the evidence suggests E [ρH (ε )] varies little with education (Figure 3), but E [ρN (ε )] is steeply increasing (Figure 1). I have argued that the latter result is driven by the offer dispersion σ w . But, it is worth considering why the skill gradient in the mean home area rate E [ρH (ε )] might be flat. The π and µ parameters are difficult to identify empirically. But as I note in Section 4.5, it turns out that better educated workers face a lower separation rate δ , but they typically find work more quickly from outside employment (i.e. ρ (εR ) is larger), which points to smaller εR . These effects offset one another in the determination of the mean home area finding rate E [ρH (ε )]. 55



I set out some evidence on job transition rates in Table A8, based on the SIPP panels of 1996, 2001, 2004 and 2008. The job finding rate from unemployment is increasing in education (column 1), and the skill gradient is much steeper when I consider job finding among all non-employed workers (column 4). Separation rates δ to unemployment (and non-employment) are steeply decreasing in education (columns 2 and 5). And finally, the job-to-job transition rate is decreasing in education (column 3). [Table A8 here]



G Theoretical derivations In this Appendix, I derive three theoretical results to support the argument in the main text. The first is to show that the odds ratio ρρHN ((εε )) of non-home to home area job finding can be expressed in terms of the expected rents - under certain assumptions on the amenity cost distribution. This is equation (11) in Section 5.1 in the main text. The second is to show that realized amenity costs, conditional on accepting a non-home job offer, are increasing in both σ w and σ c . And the third is to show the differential in expected wage rents between non-home and home area matches can serve as a lower bound on the expected realized amenity costs - as I argue in Section 6.1 in the main text.



G.1 Derivation of equation (11) in Section 5.1 : expected rents The aim here is to derive the following approximation for



ρN (ε ) ρH (ε ) :



  ρN (ε ) 1 − π σ w ≈ · c EH ε ′ − ε |ε ′ ≥ ε ρH (ε ) π σ



where EH [ε ′ − ε |ε ′ ≥ ε ] is the expected improvement in match quality ε arising from a home area (subscript H) job match. To derive this expression, I first assume that ε c is distributed uniformly with a minimum at 0 and maximum normalized to 1. Based on (9), this implies that:



ρN (ε ) = ρH (ε )







c



σ c w Z 1 − π 1 1 − F ε + σw ε



π



1 − F w (ε )



0
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dε c



(A15)



Now, suppose that a very small fraction of job offers  are accepted at the maxic



εc



mum amenity cost draw, = 1. That is, can then be approximated as:



1−F w ε + σσw



is close to 0. Then, (A15)



1−F w (ε )







c



σ c w Z 1 − π ∞ 1 − F ε + σw ε



ρN (ε ) ≈ ρH (ε )



π 1−π = π 1−π = π







dε c 1 − F w (ε ) Z σ w ∞ 1 − F w (ε + x) dx · c σ 0 1 − F w (ε ) Z f w (x) σw ∞ dx · c x σ ε 1 − F w (x)



(A16)



0



c



w



where I have defined x ≡ σσw ε c , so d ε c = σσ c dx, and the final line follows from R f w (x) integration by parts. Finally, notice that ε∞ x 1−F w (x) dx is equal to the conditional expectation EH [ε ′ − ε |ε ′ ≥ ε ].



G.2 Impact of σ w and σ c on Z (c|ε ), the distribution of realized amenity costs (Section 6.1) To show there is a dominating transformation of Z (c|ε ) by the first order stochastic criterion, it is sufficient to demonstrate dominance by the hazard rate criterion. For given initial match quality ε and amenity cost c, the hazard rate of Z (c|ε ) is: 



z (c|ε ) = σ c 1 − Z (c|ε )







c



Z ∞ 1 − F w ε + σw ε c σ c σc



1 − F w ε + σcw







−1



 dF c (ε c )



(A17)



w The assumption   that F has a monotonically increasing hazard rate ensures that c



1−F w ε + σσw ε c



is increasing in σ w , conditional on ε and ε c . If follows that



1−F w (ε + σcw ) z(c|ε ) 1−Z(c|ε ) is decreasing



in σ w at every c, given ε . That is, there is a hazard rate dominating transformation of the Z (c|ε ) distribution. z(c|ε )



It is also clear by inspection that 1−Z(c|ε ) is decreasing in σ c at every c, given ε . Again, this represents a hazard rate dominating transformation.
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G.3 Lower bound on expected amenity costs (Section 6.1) Following the argument given in Section 6.1, it suffices to show that the expression in the curly brackets in equation (17) is less or equal to c, i.e.:     EH ε ′ − ε |ε ′ − ε ≥ c − EH ε ′ − ε |ε ′ − ε ≥ 0 ≤ c



(A18)



conditional on the initial match quality ε - where the operator EH denotes the expected improvement in match quality ε arising from a home area (subscript H) job match. This can usefully be rearranged as:     EH ε ′ − ε − c|ε ′ − ε − c ≥ 0 ≤ EH ε ′ − ε |ε ′ − ε ≥ 0



(A19)



Since I have assumed the amenity draw c always exceeds zero, it is sufficient to show that:   d log EH ε ′ − x|ε ′ − x ≥ 0 ≤ 0 dx for all x ≡ ε + c. Writing this in terms of the match distribution F w :



(A20)



∞   ε f w (ε ) d ε d d log EH ε ′ − x|ε ′ − x ≥ 0 = log x (A21) dx dx 1 − F w (x) R∞ [1 − F w (ε )] d ε d = log x dx 1 − F w (x) 1 − F w (x) f w (x) i = −R h + w ∞ 1−F w (ε ) f w (ε ) ε 1 − F (x) x f w (ε )



R



where the second line follows from integration by parts. Now, I have assumed f w (ε ) f w (x) that F w has a monotonically increasing hazard rate; that is, 1−F w (ε ) ≥ 1−F w (x) for all ε ≥ x. Therefore:   1 − F w (x) f w (x) d i + log EH ε ′ − x|ε ′ − x ≥ 0 ≤ − R h =0 w ∞ 1−F w (x) dx f w (ε ) ε 1 − F (x) x



f w (x)



(A22)



so equation (A20) is satisfied.
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H Standard errors of broad frictions measure In this Appendix, I show how I derive approximate standard errors for my estimates of the broad frictions measure 1−π π σ c in Section 5.4, using the delta method. To ease notation, I denote the mean non-home and home area finding rates as ρN ≡ E [ρN (ε )] and ρH ≡ E [ρH (ε )] respectively. Also, let Ω ≡ 1−π π σ c denote the broad frictions measure. Equation (14) approximates Ω as: Ω (ρN , ρH , β1 ) =



ρN β1 ρH



(A23)



where the associated sample statistics ρˆ N , ρˆ H and βˆ1 can be treated as independent random variables (they are estimated using different datasets), with asymptotic normal distributions. Based on the delta method, the variance of the sample ˆ can be approximated by: mean Ω  ˆ ≈ Var Ω where



σS2



∑



S={ρˆ N ,ρˆ H ,βˆ1 }







  ∂ Ω ρˆ N , ρˆ H , βˆ1 ∂ ρN



2



σS2



(A24)



o n ˆ is the variance of S = ρˆ N , ρˆ H , β1 . The variance of the sample job



ρˆ (1−ρˆ ) finding rates, ρˆ X for X = {N, H}, can be estimated as X n X , where n is the sample size. But given the CPS and SIPP have very large samples, these vari-



ances are negligible: across all age and education cells, the orders of magnitude ˆ can be approximated by: vary between -9 and -12. Thus, the variance of Ω  ˆ ≈ Var Ω







ρˆ N ρH



2



σβ21



(A25)



where σβ1 is the standard error of the relevant coefficient in the wage returns regressions (or of the sums of coefficients, in the case of education interactions).
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Appendix tables and figures Table A1: Breakdown of primary reasons for moving



Primary reason



JOB-MOTIVATED



State moves % full sample % state migrants



County moves (within states) % full sample % county migrants



0.96



51.92



0.65



29.72



0.72 0.04 0.10 0.09



38.98 2.17 5.63 5.15



0.34 0.20 0.06 0.06



15.24 8.98 2.83 2.66



AMENITY-MOTIVATED



0.89



48.08



1.55



70.28



Family Change in marital status Establish own household Other family reasons



0.43 0.08 0.05 0.30



23.53 4.19 2.81 16.53



0.58 0.18 0.15 0.26



26.55 8.00 6.64 11.91



Housing Want to own home New or better housing Cheaper housing Other housing reasons



0.21 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.08



11.32 1.81 2.42 2.61 4.49



0.71 0.18 0.22 0.12 0.19



32.22 8.28 10.08 5.38 8.48



Environment Better neighborhood Climate, health, retirement



0.16 0.03 0.10



7.16 1.47 5.69



0.19 0.09 0.05



6.38 4.29 2.09



Attend/leave college



0.05



2.80



0.04



1.68



Other reasons



0.06



3.26



0.08



3.46



ALL REASONS



1.84



100



2.20



100



New job or job transfer Easier commute Looking for work Other job-related reasons



This table presents migration rates for individuals aged 25-64, by primary reason in CPS March waves between 1999 and 2015. I exclude all individuals living abroad one year previously, and I also exclude observations for which the CPS has imputed migration status: see Appendix A.1 for further details. The first column reports the percentage of the full sample who changed state, for each given reason, over the previous twelve months. The second column gives the percentage of state-movers reporting each reason. The final two columns repeat the exercise for cross-county moves within states. I include individuals moving because of foreclosure or eviction in the CPS’s "other housing reasons" category; and I include individuals moving because of natural disasters in the "other reasons" category.
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Table A2: Log point responses of job and amenity-motivated migration rates JOB-MOTIVATED 25-34 35-44 45-64 (1) (2) (3)



AMENITY-MOTIVATED 25-34 35-44 45-64 (4) (5) (6)



AMENITY EXCL. COLLEGE 25-34 35-44 45-64 (7) (8) (9)



Specification 1: no demographic controls HS graduate Some college Undergrad Postgrad



0.341*** (0.078) 0.665*** (0.075) 1.250*** (0.074) 1.858*** (0.076)



0.104 (0.097) 0.446*** (0.091) 0.894*** (0.090) 1.376*** (0.092)



0.280*** (0.107) 0.633*** (0.106) 0.998*** (0.105) 1.228*** (0.107)



0.086 (0.067) 0.137** (0.065) 0.350*** (0.066) 0.403*** (0.077)



0.018 (0.076) -0.005 (0.078) -0.104 (0.082) -0.132 (0.099)



0.047 (0.068) 0.220*** (0.067) -0.096 (0.075) -0.025 (0.082)



0.051 (0.067) 0.025 (0.067) 0.125* (0.068) 0.124 (0.082)



0.004 (0.076) -0.026 (0.078) -0.145* (0.083) -0.181* (0.101)



0.044 (0.068) 0.208*** (0.067) -0.108 (0.075) -0.052 (0.083)



Specification 2: demographic controls HS graduate Some college Undergrad Postgrad



Observations Mig rate (%)



0.263*** (0.079) 0.566*** (0.078) 1.067*** (0.078) 1.699*** (0.082)



0.032 (0.102) 0.377*** (0.095) 0.770*** (0.094) 1.230*** (0.097)



0.181 (0.111) 0.541*** (0.110) 0.908*** (0.110) 1.179*** (0.112)



-0.056 (0.070) -0.042 (0.070) 0.122* (0.072) 0.248*** (0.083)



-0.062 (0.081) -0.068 (0.084) -0.103 (0.089) -0.106 (0.106)



0.026 (0.072) 0.210*** (0.070) -0.028 (0.079) 0.048 (0.086)



-0.092 (0.071) -0.156** (0.072) -0.098 (0.075) -0.043 (0.088)



-0.076 (0.082) -0.089 (0.084) -0.143 (0.090) -0.153 (0.107)



0.021 (0.072) 0.197*** (0.071) -0.042 (0.079) 0.018 (0.086)



378,173 1.927



444,559 0.992



681,890 0.413



378,173 1.494



444,559 0.802



681,890 0.606



378,173 1.321



444,559 0.784



681,890 0.600



Each column reports education effects from complementary log-log regressions on job-motivated (columns 1-3) and amenity-motivated migration incidence (columns 4-6) across states. I also study the effect on an indicator for any cross-state amenity move excluding attending/leaving college (columns 7-9). I report results separately for three age groups. Coefficients should be interpreted as the log point effect of a particular level of education (relative to high-school dropout, the omitted category) on the instantaneous migration rate, conditional on the empirical model described by equation (A2). The sample consists of individuals aged 25 to 64 in CPS March waves between 1999 and 2015; see notes under Table A1 for further details. I include results for specifications both with and without detailed demographic controls: age, age squared, black and Hispanic race dummies, immigration status, marital status, indicators for number of own children (1, 2, 3+), and a gender indicator which is also interacted with all previously mentioned variables. All specifications control for a set of year fixed effects (for the individual CPS cross-sections). Robust SEs in parentheses. *** p
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Table A3: Log point responses of migration rate, by detailed reported reason Primary reason



HS grad



CROSS-STATE Some coll Coll grad



Post grad



CROSS-COUNTY WITHIN STATE HS grad Some coll Coll grad Post grad



All reasons



0.029 (0.034)



0.200*** (0.033)



0.420*** (0.034)



0.767*** (0.036)



-0.098*** (0.028)



0.003 (0.029)



-0.009 (0.030)



0.020 (0.035)



0.163*** (0.054) 0.372*** (0.074) -0.330 (0.236) -0.258** (0.115) 0.423*** (0.154)



0.482*** (0.053) 0.796*** (0.072) -0.039 (0.238) -0.323*** (0.111) 0.644*** (0.153)



0.903*** (0.052) 1.309*** (0.071) 0.098 (0.239) -0.409*** (0.125) 0.918*** (0.154)



1.400*** (0.054) 1.858*** (0.073) 0.631** (0.252) -0.501*** (0.170) 1.237*** (0.164)



0.019 (0.060) 0.114 (0.097) 0.224** (0.110) -0.450*** (0.143) 0.050 (0.170)



0.290*** (0.058) 0.505*** (0.095) 0.478*** (0.107) -0.470*** (0.152) 0.133 (0.166)



0.492*** (0.059) 0.854*** (0.095) 0.597*** (0.110) -0.826*** (0.173) 0.111 (0.176)



0.648*** (0.067) 1.059*** (0.103) 0.719*** (0.123) -1.046*** (0.232) 0.240 (0.199)



-0.037 (0.043) 0.181 (0.187) -0.014 (0.173) -0.083 (0.070) 0.317 (0.234) -0.067 (0.169) 0.009 (0.170) -0.384*** (0.141) 0.076 (0.211) 0.002 (0.119) 2.938*** (0.776) -0.128 (0.146)



0.021 (0.043) 0.297 (0.192) 0.191 (0.176) -0.087 (0.071) 0.354 (0.215) -0.226 (0.172) -0.261 (0.172) -0.330** (0.141) 0.076 (0.209) 0.207* (0.120) 3.953*** (0.765) -0.135 (0.152)



-0.003 (0.045) -0.058 (0.200) 0.120 (0.189) -0.241*** (0.076) 0.603*** (0.227) -0.084 (0.182) -0.608*** (0.200) -0.143 (0.146) -0.252 (0.228) -0.007 (0.131) 4.629*** (0.765) 0.201 (0.154)



0.053 (0.052) 0.157 (0.209) 0.116 (0.219) -0.342*** (0.092) 0.850*** (0.252) -0.216 (0.206) -0.481** (0.227) 0.098 (0.168) -0.433 (0.270) -0.021 (0.147) 5.085*** (0.768) 0.311* (0.172)



-0.138*** (0.032) 0.407*** (0.115) 0.011 (0.110) -0.288*** (0.072) 0.085 (0.098) 0.091 (0.086) -0.409*** (0.114) -0.350*** (0.089) -0.178 (0.117) -0.320** (0.153) 0.406 (0.426) -0.382*** (0.142)



-0.099*** (0.033) 0.475*** (0.115) 0.133 (0.111) -0.316*** (0.075) 0.299*** (0.100) 0.071 (0.088) -0.508*** (0.120) -0.445*** (0.091) -0.138 (0.117) -0.432*** (0.161) 1.788*** (0.392) -0.314** (0.143)



-0.214*** (0.035) 0.289** (0.119) -0.047 (0.121) -0.606*** (0.082) 0.417*** (0.101) 0.205** (0.091) -0.805*** (0.134) -0.690*** (0.101) -0.291** (0.128) -0.751*** (0.191) 1.958*** (0.393) -0.576*** (0.162)



-0.262*** (0.043) 0.311** (0.141) -0.026 (0.149) -0.742*** (0.106) 0.370*** (0.116) 0.158 (0.108) -0.854*** (0.184) -0.679*** (0.121) -0.640*** (0.165) -0.525** (0.212) 2.183*** (0.414) -0.719*** (0.204)



JOB-RELATED All job reasons New job/transfer Commute Look for work Other job reasons



AMENITY-RELATED All amenity reasons Change in marital status Establish own household Other family reasons Want to own home New or better housing Cheaper housing Other housing reasons Better neighborhood Climate, health, retirement Attend or leave college Other reasons



This table reports education effects from complementary log-log regressions on annual migration incidence, estimated separately for (i) cross-state moves and (ii) cross-county moves within states. Each row reports the effects on moving for the motivation specified, with the first row presenting education effects on the overall migration incidence (all reasons). The first four columns gives results for cross-state migration and the final four for cross-county migration within states. Coefficients should be interpreted as the log point effect of a particular level of education (relative to high-school dropout, the omitted category) on the instantaneous migration rate, conditional on the empirical model described by equation (A2). The sample consists of individuals aged 25 to 64 in CPS March waves between 1999 and 2015; see notes under Table A1 for further details. The sample size in each regression is 901,420. Each regression controls for a detailed set of individual characteristics: age, age squared, black and Hispanic race dummies, immigration status, marital status, indicators for number of own children (1, 2, 3+), a gender indicator which is also interacted with all previously mentioned variables, and a set of year fixed effects (for the individual CPS cross-sections). I include individuals moving because of foreclosure or eviction in the CPS’s "other housing reasons" category; and I include individuals moving because of natural disasters in the "other reasons" category. Robust SEs in parentheses. *** p
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Table A4: Migration rates (%) for all individuals and household top earners PANEL A: JOB-MOTIVATED 25-34s All indiv’s Top earners HS dropout HS graduate Some college Undergrad Postgrad



0.80 1.13 1.55 2.76 4.94



0.83 1.16 1.61 2.93 5.40



35-44s All indiv’s Top earners 0.55 0.62 0.86 1.33 2.12



0.58 0.59 0.77 1.31 2.31



45-64s All indiv’s Top earners 0.22 0.28 0.40 0.57 0.73



0.22 0.28 0.37 0.61 0.84



PANEL B: AMENITY-MOTIVATED 25-34s All indiv’s Top earners HS dropout HS graduate Some college



Undergrad Postgrad



1.26 1.36 1.42 1.74 1.81



1.21 1.26 1.43 1.76 1.79



35-44s All indiv’s Top earners 0.83 0.85 0.82 0.74 0.71



0.87 0.82 0.84 0.72 0.67



45-64s All indiv’s Top earners 0.58 0.60 0.71 0.51 0.55



0.54 0.57 0.70 0.53 0.58



This table reports annual cross-state job and amenity-motivated migration rates (by age and education), separately for all individuals (identical to Figure 1) and for household top earners, and based on CPS March waves between 1999 and 2015. See Section A.1 for further sample details.
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Table A5: Cross-state migration rates for 25-34s: students and return movers HS dropout (1)



HS grad (2)



Some coll (3)



Undergrad (4)



Postgrad (5)



% recent students by education



3.92



1.96



3.53



1.61



2.76



Migration rate: all cross-state moves (%) Full sample Excl. recent students



2.63 2.68



2.74 2.70



4.51 4.56



6.45 6.36



8.56 8.24



Migration rate: return moves (%) Migration rate: non-return moves (%)



1.17 1.46



1.45 1.29



1.74 2.77



2.56 3.89



3.31 5.25



Observations



1,711



3,170



1,840



1,054



362



This table reports annual cross-state migration rates by education group, based on all (annual) PSID waves between 1990 and 1997. Migration rates are constructed using reported state of residence 12 months previously. The first row gives the fraction of the sample who were recently students (in the current or previous wave). The second row reports cross-state migration rates for the full sample, and the third row reports these rates excluding recent students. The fourth and fifth rows disaggregate the migration rate (for the full sample) into return and non-return moves. Return moves include all moves to (i) states where the individual has resided previously in the panel or (ii) the state where the individual reports having grown up. The sample includes all household heads aged 25-34 residing in the US in the previous wave. Household heads in the PSID are always male, unless there is no husband (or cohabiting partner) present or the husband is too ill to respond to the survey.



Table A6: Net cross-state migration rates by age and education



Gross mig rate (%) (1)



Basic Net mig rate (%) (2)



Net-gross ratio (3)



Within 2-digit occs Gross mig Net mig Net-gross rate (%) rate (%) ratio (4) (5) (6)



Within 3-digit occs Gross mig Net mig Net-gross rate (%) rate (%) ratio (7) (8) (9)



0.42 0.37 0.34 0.42 0.78



0.15 0.11 0.09 0.07 0.10



2.50 2.82 3.29 5.02 7.62



1.24 0.96 1.11 1.31 1.97



0.49 0.34 0.34 0.26 0.26



2.50 2.82 3.29 5.02 7.62



1.60 1.36 1.64 1.96 2.87



0.64 0.48 0.50 0.39 0.38



0.24 0.24 0.27 0.24 0.26



0.16 0.16 0.15 0.12 0.11



1.23 1.16 1.46 1.69 2.16



0.57 0.36 0.47 0.47 0.56



0.46 0.31 0.32 0.28 0.26



1.23 1.16 1.46 1.69 2.16



0.74 0.51 0.69 0.70 0.80



0.60 0.44 0.48 0.42 0.37



Individuals aged 25-34 HS dropout HS graduate Some college Undergraduate Postgraduate



2.71 3.27 3.84 5.67 8.09



Individuals aged 35-64 HS dropout HS graduate Some college Undergraduate Postgraduate



1.49 1.51 1.84 2.02 2.45



This table reports annual gross and net cross-state migration rates within education groups, separately for individuals aged 25-34 and 35-64. See notes under Table 1 in main text for sample details and construction of variables.
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Table A7: Log point responses of cross-state migration to lagged cost measures Unconditional sample



Willing to move (binary)



(1)



(2)



1.256*** (0.202)



1.311*** (0.235) -0.173 (0.446)



Willing to move (binary) * Grad Imputed cost



Conditional sample (willing to move) Dollar costs/wages Log costs/wages (3) (4) (5) (6)



-0.021* (0.012)



Imputed cost * Grad Previous wage



-0.030*** (0.011)



Previous wage * Grad



Demographic controls Industry, occupation FEs (lagged) Observations Cross-state mig rate



Yes Yes 10,721 0.021



Yes Yes 10,721 0.021



Yes Yes 4,366 0.035



-0.029** (0.015) 0.021 (0.026) -0.031** (0.015) 0.007 (0.021)



-0.851** (0.354)



-0.971*** (0.291)



Yes Yes 4,366 0.035



Yes Yes 4,366 0.035



-1.135*** (0.350) 0.971 (0.928) -0.901*** (0.339) 0.053 (0.667) Yes Yes 4,366 0.035



This table reports responses of cross-state migration (in the previous 12 months) to subjective costs and wages (lagged by one year), based on complementary log-log regressions. I study three subjective cost measures: the binary indicator of willingness to move for work, the dollar gap amenity cost (2015 prices), and the log gap amenity cost. The latter two are observable only for individuals who express willingness to move. These measures are described in greater detail in the notes under Table 7. Coefficients should be interpreted as the log point effect of each measure on the instantaneous cross-state migration rate, conditional on the empirical model described by equation (A4). The sample consists of household heads aged 25-64 in the PSID waves of 1970-3, who were employed in the previous wave (when costs and wages are measured). Household heads in the PSID are always male, unless there is no husband (or cohabiting partner) present or the husband is too ill to respond to the survey. The sample is further restricted for the dollar gap and log gap measures, as described in the notes under Table 7. All specifications control for (i) demographic controls, specifically age and age squared, four education indicators (high school graduate, some college, undergraduate and postgraduate), each interacted with a quadratic in age, and gender, black and Hispanic dummies; (ii) fixed effects denoting occupation (8 categories) and industry (12 cateogries) one year ago; and (iii) year fixed effects. Errors are clustered by individual, and robust SEs are in parentheses. *** p


Table A8: Job finding and separation rates: SIPP Labor force participants No job to job Job to no job Job to new job ρ ( εR ) δ E [ρ (ε )] (1) (2) (3) HS dropout HS graduate Some college Undergraduate Postgraduate



39.49 42.41 44.21 49.34 53.71



3.78 2.61 2.40 1.82 1.41



5.58 4.58 4.68 4.26 3.61



All individuals aged 25-64 No job to job Job to no job ρ (εR ) δ (4) (5) 7.46 9.97 12.14 14.00 14.99



7.24 5.11 4.64 3.68 2.97



This table reports four-month job transition rates, based on the 1996, 2001, 2004 and 2008 panels of the SIPP, which cover the period between 1996 and 2013. Column 1 gives the percentage of unemployed workers at the end of wave t-1 who are employed at the end of wave t (4 months later); and vice versa for column 2. Column 3 reports the percentage of employed workers at the end of t-1 who have a new job at the end of t. Columns 4-5 report transition rates from joblessness to employment and vice versa among all individuals - i.e. including the economically inactive. Throughout, I exclude workers with multiple jobs or business income at the end of each wave. The full sample consists of 1.4m observations.
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Figure A1: Annual cross-state migration rates by education (1963-2015)
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This figure reports annual rates of cross-state migration over time among individuals aged 25-64 in the CPS, separately for college graduates and non-graduates. The right-hand scale gives the ratio of the two. I exclude all individuals living abroad one year previously, and I also exclude observations for which the CPS has imputed migration status: see Appendix A.1 for further details.
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Figure A2: Cross-state migration rate by single-year age This figure reports annual rates of cross-state migration, based on the CPS between 1999 and 2015, by single-year age and five education groups: high school dropouts, high school graduates, some college, undergraduate degree and postgraduate degree. I exclude all individuals living abroad one year previously, and I also exclude observations for which the CPS has imputed migration status: see Appendix A.1 for further details.
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Figure A3: Annual migration rates by reported reason (PSID 1969-80) The first panel reports the fraction of household heads who moved state primarily for job-related reasons in the previous 12 months; and the second panel does the same for broadly defined “amenity” (i.e. non-job) reasons. For 18 percent of cross-state moves, the PSID reports the reason to be “ambiguous” or “mixed” or simply unknown. I allocate these cases to the job and amenity-motivated categories within age-education cells, according to the proportions in the nonambiguous data.
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Figure A4: Annual gross and net cross-state migration by occupation This figure reports annual gross and net cross-state migration rates within detailed occupation groups, based on employed civilians in the ACS between 2000 and 2009. Within each occupation group, the cross-state net migration rate is 1 in Σ j |ninj − nout estimated as 2n j |, where n is the total sample of individuals, n j is the number of in-migrants to state j, and out n j is the number of out-migrants from state j. Occupations are based on the 2000 census scheme. I report estimates separately for 2-digit (left column) and 3-digit (right) occupations, and separately for individuals aged 25-64 (i.e. the full sample, top row), 25-34s (middle) and 35-64s (bottom). The size of each marker is proportional to the occupation’s employment sample.
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